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FOREWORD
The International A tom ic Energy A gency published in 1958 a
Manual entitled ’ ’ Safe H andling of Radioisotopes“ (Safety Series
No. 1 — ST I/PU B /1), based on the work o f an international panel
convened b y the A gency. As recom m ended b y that panel and ap
proved b y the A gen cy’ s Board o f Governors, this A ddendum has now
been prepared, primarily as a supplement to the Manual. It contains
technical information necessary for the implementation o f the controls
given in the Manual. In addition, it is intended to serve as a brief
introduction to the technical problems encountered in radiological
protection work and to the methods o f resolving them.
As in the case o f the Manual itself, the inform ation given in this
Addendum is particularly relevant to the problem s encountered by
the small user o f radioisotopes. Although the basic principles set
forth in it apply to all work with radiation sources, the Addendum
is not intended to serve as a radiological protection manual for use
in reactor installations or large-scale nuclear industry, where more
specialized techniques and information are required.
The A ddendum has been prepared b y the Secretariat with the
assistance o f tw o consultants appointed b y the A gency, Mr. G. J.
A ppleton (United Kingdom A tom ic Energy Authority) and Dr. P. N.
Krishnamoorthy (Atom ic Energy Establishment, Trom bay, India),
both o f whom w ere among the experts form ing the international
panel m entioned above. The A gency believes that this Addendum
will provide information o f great value and publishes it for what
ever use M em ber States and others may wish to make o f it. H owever,
it should not be regarded as representing the A gen cy’s official judg
ment or p olicy on the matter.
July, 1960

D irector General
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
All radioactive materials and radiation are potentially hazardous.
They can give rise, w hen outside the b ody, to external radiation
exposure o f personnel, and when inside the b od y to the irradiation
o f certain organs. The health physicist must, therefore, be capable
o f advising the user o f the radioactive material or other radiation
sources on the methods necessary for the prevention and control of
these hazards.
Evidence and experience indicate that limited exposure to external
radiation, or the intake of small amounts o f radioactive material into
the b ody, are associated with a negligible probability o f severe
somatic or genetic injuries. This has led to the con cept o f the maxi
mum permissible levels o f exposure for personnel working with radio
active materials or radiation sources. In addition to the exposure of
radiation workers, there is also the possibility o f exposure o f the
general public. The health physicist must, therefore, bear in mind
tw o main aspects of radiological protection: (a) protection o f radia
tion workers; and (b) protection o f non-radiation workers and the
general public. The large number involved and the impracticability
o f large-scale m edical supervision necessitate m ore stringent precau
tions for the protection o f non-radiation workers and the general
public than for the protection of radiation workers.
There are three principles which can be applied to prevent or
control the exposure of personnel to radiation hazards:
(a) Rem ove the hazard,
(b) Guard the hazard,
(c) Guard the worker.
These principles should be applied in the above order for person
nel protection. The first is an obvious one, the second implies the
proper design o f work places and the provision o f equipm ent to
ensure the maximum amount of protection, and the third refers to
the measures required to make a periodic check on the continuing
adequacy o f the controls, the personal protection measures and the
equipment. The perspective o f the procedures necessary for the
implementation of these three principles for radiological protection
in any specific situation can b e assessed only after a proper evalua
tion o f the technical and other aspects involved. Such a perspective,
which takes into account the requirements o f radiation and non
radiation workers, has been presented in a tabular form towards the
end o f this publication.
9
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2. F U N D A M E N T A L S OF N U C L E A R PHYSICS
The w orld around us consists o f chemical combinations o f various
elements. N inety-two such elements occu r in nature, and about a
dozen m ore have been produced artificially. The smallest part o f an
element which can participate in any chemical reaction is an atom.
The atom is so small (about 10— 8 cm in diameter) that in a gramme
atom ic weight o f any substance (e. g. 1 g o f hydrogen or 16 g of
oxygen) there are 6.0 X 10 23 atoms o f the element. Each atom has
a central nucleus, in which most o f its mass is concentrated. The
volum e o f the nucleus, however, is only a very small fraction o f the
volum e o f the atom. The nucleus consists o f positively charged par
ticles called protons and uncharged particles called neutrons. N ega
tively charged particles called electrons whirl around the nucleus in
w ell-defined orbits or shells at different radial distances from the
nucleus.
The unit of charge, or the elementary diarge, is the charge on an
electron or proton and is the smallest diarge known to exist:
e = 4.8 X 10 — 10 electrostatic units (esu).
ELECTRONS

o
NUCLEUS

NEUTRON
PROTON

NUCLEUS

Fig. 2.1.

The proton is nearly 2,000 times heavier than the electron and
the neutron mass is slightly greater than that o f a proton. The atom
as a w hole is uncharged and hence the number o f protons is equal
to the number o f orbital electrons. Thus the total number o f elec
trons or protons characterizes an element, and is known as the
“ atomic num ber” — denoted b y the symbol Z. T h e sum o f the
numbers o f protons and neutrons is called the “ mass num ber” —
10
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denoted b y the symbol A. The number o f neutrons in the nucleus
is thus given b y A — Z. Any individual atom, with its characteristic
number o f protons and neutrons, is called a nuclide. Atoms o f an ele
ment with the same Z but different A are called isotopes o f the ele
ment. These different isotopes o f the same element have identical
chemical properties, but generally highly dissimilar nuclear properties.
The nuclide o f an element X o f atomic number Z and mass number A
is represented as zX A (e. g. 2H e 4 denotes the nucleus o f a helium
atom consisting o f 2 protons and 2 neutrons), but in practice Z is
usually omitted, since the use o f the chemical sym bol and the mass
number is sufficient identification.
T A B L E 2.1
Term

Characterized b y

E xam ples

Nuclide

Z, A

^

Isotope

Constant Z

jH 1, iH 2, ^H3

80 16, 92tT238

Rem arks
More than 700 nuclides
known
3 to 19 isotopes know n
per elem ent

T h e simplest nucleus is that o f hydrogen and consists o f a single
proton. All other nuclei consist o f neutrons and protons, the ratio o f
neutrons to protons being unity for the lighter isotopes and increas
ing gradually as one approaches the heavier elements at the end of
the periodic table. As this ratio increases, a stage is reached where
the nuclide is no longer stable. The heaviest stable nuclide is 83 Bi209.
Nuclides heavier than this are unstable because they have excess
energy to dissipate. Such unstable nuclides are called radionuclides
and they dissipate the surplus energy b y the emission o f radiations.
This process is called natural radioactivity or radioactive decay. The
more frequent m odes o f decay o f radionuclides are nam ed alpha,
beta and gamma decay:
(a) Alpha decay is the emission o f a helium nucleus ( 2 H e4), called
an alpha particle, b y the radionuclide. In this m ode of decay, the
mass o f the parent nucleus is greater than the sum o f the masses
o f the products, and this mass difference is released as the kinetic
energy o f the alpha particle. The alpha particles emitted b y any
radionuclide have generally one or tw o, and rarely m ore, discrete
energies, which are characteristic of the radionuclide.
(b) Beta decay is the creation and emission o f a positive or
negative electron from the nucleus, resulting from neutron or proton
11
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excess. The emission o f a positive electron is called positron decay.
A process equivalent in effect to positron decay is electron capture,
in which the nucleus captures an inner orbital electron. Beta par
ticles are emitted in a broad energy spectrum. The maximum beta
energy is characteristic o f each radionuclide.
(c)
Gamma decay is the creation and ejection of a photon (unit
o f quantity o f electromagnetic radiation). The photon is electrically
uncharged, has no mass and always travels with the velocity of light.
The nucleus is left unchanged by gamma emission. Pure gamma
emission is unknown in natural radioactivity; it frequently follows
alpha or beta decay.
Apart from naturally occurring radionuclides, any non-radioactive
nuclide can be made radioactive b y inducing artificial changes in the
nucleus. W hen particles and/or energy are transferred to a stable
nucleus b y bom barding it with neutrons, charged particles or
photons, the resultant nucleus or nuclei may b e in an excited state
and w ill therefore decay b y any one o f the modes described above.
M ost o f the radioisotopes currently in use are artificially produced.
The decay o f a radioisotope is a statistical process in the sense
that it is not possible to predict exactly w hen a particular nucleus
will disintegrate. One may, however, ascribe a probability that the
nucleus will decay in unit time. This probability is known as the
radioactive decay constant A o f the radioisotope. Statistical studies
o f radioactive decay show that the number o f disintegrations per
Nd
unit time, of a radioactive substance is proportional to N, the
total number o f radioactive atoms present at time t, the constant o f
proportionality being I, the decay constant. Thus,
= m

0)

Integrating this equation, w e have;
N = N0 e -»

(2)

where No is the initial number o f radioactive atoms present, and N,
as already stated, the number o f radioactive atoms at time t.
dN
dt

:AN=>IN0 e-«

(3 )

The time taken for half the radioactive atoms originally present
to decay is called the half-life o f the radioisotope.
12
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Substituting N

N

and t = t ;/, in equation (2), w e have:
~

= N 0e-^ u

At 14 = In 2 = 0.693
0.693

01

=

The number o f radioactive atoms present, and hence the rate of
disintegration, decreases to one half in a half-life, to one quarter in
two half-lives, to one-eighth in three half-lives, and so on. The halflife is characteristic of any particular radioisotope.
The energy o f these radiations is expressed in units o f electron
volts (eV). The electron volt is defined as the kinetic energy acquired
by an electron w hen it falls through a potential difference o f 1 volt.
Expressed in terms o f energy,
1 eV = 1.6 X 10 “ 12 erg, 1 M eV = 106 eV = 1.6 X 10 - 6 erg.
As already stated, energy released in decay processes occurs as a
result o f the difference in mass of the parent nucleus and the sum
o f the masses o f the products. The magnitude o f this energy is given
by Einstein’s relationship betw een mass (m) and energy (E),
E = me2,
where c is the velocity o f light, which is constant and equal to
3 X 1 0 10 cm /sec. From this relationship, one can easily see that
1 atomic mass unit = 931 M eV.

3. I N T E R A C T I O N

OF

RADIATION

WITH

MATTER

The radiations encountered in radiation work may b e divided into
two broad classes — directly ionizing radiations and indirectly
ionizing radiations. D irectly ionizing radiations include all charged
particles, such as alpha particles and heavier ions and beta particles.
Indirectly ionizing radiations include some types o f electromagnetic
radiations and neutrons. These radiations interact with matter by
giving rise to secondary radiation which is ionizing. Although all
radiations interact with matter, an important factor to be borne in
mind while considering radiation protection is the fact that radiations
do not produce any readily perceptible stimuli in man except in the
13
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case of very high doses. H ence the presence o f these radiations has
to b e detected by using suitable sensitive devices, which depend for
their functioning on the nature o f the interaction o f these radiations
with matter.
The intensity of radiation (or radiant energy flux density) at a
given point is defined as the energy per unit time entering a small
sphere o f unit cross-sectional area centred at that point. It is m ea
sured in terms o f ergs per square centimetre per second or watts
per square centimetre. W hen radiation passes through matter it
suffers a reduction in intensity as a result o f com plex interactions
betw een the radiation and the material concerned. This reduction
in intensity is called attenuation. The degree o f attenuation depends
upon the type o f radiation and the material used. Materials used for
purposes o f radiation attenuation are called shielding materials and
in this connexion the terms “ half-value layer” and “ 1 / 1 0 -value layer”
are often used. The half-value layer o f a material for a certain
quality o f radiation is the thickness required to reduce the intensity
b y one half — similarly the “ 1 / 1 0 -value layer” implies an intensity
reduction by a factor o f 1 0 .
The exact specification o f “ quality” o f radiation is possible in the
case o f a m onoenergetic beam, or in the case o f heterogeneous beams
where the spectral distributions o f energies present are known.
Fortunately, however, in the case o f heterogeneous beams it is not
necessary to specify the “ quality” for most applications. In such
cases, an “ effective energy” o f the heterogeneous beam is specified,
which is the energy o f a m onoenergetic beam having the same half
value layer as the heterogeneous beam in question. H ow ever, the
effective energy of a beam derived from the half-value layer does
not coincide with and is invariably low er than the mean energy
m ore correctly deduced from the detailed spectrum.
D irectly ionizing radiations lose energy b y interaction with the
orbital electrons of atoms in the material they traverse. Indirectly
ionizing radiations lose energy by collisions with electrons or atomic
nuclei, and the charged particles, thus set into motion, interact in
turn with orbital electrons or nuclei.
The mechanisms of energy loss for various types of radiations will
now be discussed in some detail. All charged corpuscular particles
lose energy by:
(a) atom ic or m olecular excitation, with the emission o f light
resulting from subsequent de-excitation; and
(b) ionization, which involves the ejection o f an orbital electron,
resulting in the creation o f an ion pair.
14
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It has been determined that on the average about 34 eV is ex
pended in the creation o f each ion pair in air. Th e ionization o f an
atom which forms part o f a m olecule cou ld result in the dissociation
o f the molecule.
Alpha particles emitted from radionuclides have w ell-defined and
characteristic energies. As they are doubly charged, they are densely
ionizing and hence their penetrating pow er or range is extremely
limited. In fact, alpha particles o f energies u p to 7.5 M eV are in
capable o f penetrating the protective layer o f the skin on most parts
o f the b od y (e. g. the hand). Their range in air is only a few centi
metres. Thus, shielding against this type of radiation presents no
problem.
Beta particles o f energies up to about 1 M eV lose energy through
ionization. In the case o f higher-energy beta particles, an additional
mechanism o f energy loss (bremsstrahlung) is involved. Since beta
particles are much lighter than other charged particles, their velocity
for a given energy is much higher and their specific ionization much
smaller. Thus, for a given energy, beta particles have a much larger
range than alpha particles. In addition, because o f their small mass,
beta particles undergo frequent scattering with little loss o f energy,
and thus follow tortuous paths. This can cause a process analogous
to reflection from surfaces. This process is referred to as back-scattering, and the extent o f back-scattering increases with the atomic
number o f the surface material. The beta particles from radio
nuclides are emitted with a continuous energy spectrum and are
attenuated exponentially for the greater part of their maximum range.
Tables o f beta energies always list the maximum energy of emission,
but for many purposes a mean energy o f 1/3 the maximum is taken.
It has further been observed that for light elements the absorption
thickness for beta particles (measured in m g/cm 2) is almost inde
pendent o f the nature o f the absorber.
Beta particles o f energies higher than about 1 M eV lose energy
also by the emission o f electromagnetic radiation called bremsstrah
lung (braking radiation). The intensity of bremsstrahlung depends
upon the atomic number o f the absorber. This process is similar to
the process involved in the production o f X-rays b y bom barding
a heavy-metal target with high-energy electrons. Thus, in the design
o f shielding for pure beta emitters particular attention has to be
paid to the bremsstrahlung.
Electrom agnetic radiation is classified according to its origin,
independently o f its energy. Thus w e cou ld have, for example,
gamma rays and X-rays o f the same energy. Gamma rays are the
15
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electromagnetic radiations or photons emitted by a nucleus in an
excited state. Follow ing the emission o f the gamma radiation the
nucleus returns to its lowest energy or ground state. The production
o f continuous X-rays or bremsstrahlung has been described earlier.
Characteristic X-rays are emitted in atomic transitions o f bound
electrons between the various electronic shells in the atom. Annihil
ation radiation is produ ced b y the interaction o f positrons and elec
trons, whereby the masses of the tw o particles are com pletely con 
verted into energy in accordance with Einstein’s mass-energy rela
tionship. The mechanism o f interaction of radiations o f the abovem entioned types with matter, however, are dependent only on their
energy and not on their origin. This is an important factor to be
borne in mind while planning radiation protection.
There are a number o f ways in which electromagnetic radiation
may interact with matter. The modes o f interaction and their pos
sible effects are listed in the table below .
T A B L E 3.1
K inds o f interaction
1. Interaction w ith atom ic electrons.
2. Interaction w ith nucleons.
3. Interaction w ith the electric field surround
ing the nuclei or electrons.
4. Interaction with the nuclear field.

E ffects o f interaction
a. Com plete absorption.
b. E lastic scattering.
c. Inelastic scattering.

The tw o columns in the above table can be com bined in twelve
different ways. H owever, only three o f these processes are o f im 
portance in the interaction o f gamma rays with
matter. These are
the photoelectric effect ( l a ) , the Com pton effect ( l b ) and pair pro
duction (3 a).
Photo-electric effect
The most important mechanism o f energy loss for low-energy
photons in the range o f 10 KeV to 500 KeV is the photoelectric
effect. In this process, a low -energy photon collides with an electron
in one of the various shells o f the atom and transfers its entire energy
to the electron, which is then ejected from the atom as a photo
electron. The kinetic energy T o f the electron is
given by
T = hr —
where h r is the photon energy and (I> the binding energy o f the
electron. Thus, for the photoelectric effect to occur, the photon
16
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energy must be greater than the binding energy. The important
features o f the photoelectric effect are the follow ing:
(a) The cross-section for this process decreases with increase in
photon energy and at higher energies this process plays an insigni
ficant role, other processes like the C om pton effect bein g more
important. Further, the cross-section for this process increases with
increasing atom ic number of the absorber. For lead, the ph oto
electric effect is significant up to about 1 M eV.
(b) The process is most likely to occur w hen the photon energy
is slightly higher than the binding energy.
Compton effect
Whereas the photoelectric effect occurs in the case o f a bound
electron, the C om pton effect can occur with a free or loosely-bound
electron. In this process, the incident photon makes an elastic
collision with a free or loosely-bound electron and loses part o f its
energy. Com pton scattering cannot be characterized exclusively as
an absorption process since the scattered photons may not be
appreciably deflected or degraded in energy.
The C om pton effect depends only on the num ber o f electrons
present in the material which the photons traverse and is the dom i
nant absorption process for intermediate gamma-ray energies. In
the case o f lead, this process predominates in the energy range
1 — 5 M eV ; the corresponding energy range for aluminium is
0 . 1 - 1 5 M eV. ,
Pair production
At photon energies exceeding 1.02 M eV, the photon interacts
either with the coulom b field o f the nucleus or, less frequently, with
that of an electron to produce a positron-electron pair. This process
can be regarded as the inverse o f the annihilation process described
earlier. Any energy o f the photon in excess o f 1.02 M eV appears as
kinetic energy o f the two particles created. For purposes o f shield
ing, pair production is considered to b e a true absorption process,
since any annihilation radiation resulting from the annihilation of
the positrons produced in this process is o f relatively low energy
and is emitted isotropically.
In the case o f alpha and beta particles, definite thicknesses of
shielding materials are sufficient to stop these particles com pletely.
H owever, for gamma rays, the radiation is absorbed exponentially
and the intensity I at any point is given by the relation:
I = I0 e_%
2

17
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where I 0 is the initial intensity o f the beam , I the intensity after
traversing a material o f thickness x, and u the linear absorption
coefficient for that material. As the atomic number and density o f
a material increase, its stopping p ow er increases. Thus lead is a
suitable shielding material for gamma rays.
Neutrons are attenuated in materials by processes similar to those
observed in the case o f gamma rays. The absorption o f neutrons
occurs in tw o distinct stages. H igh-energy neutrons are slow ed dow n
b y elastic and inelastic scattering processes with nuclei, particularly
light nuclei like carbon and hydrogen, for neutrons having an
energy below 1 M eV , and heavier nuclei for neutrons o f higher
energies. The nuclei, thus energized, give rise to dense ionization
along their paths. The slow ed-dow n neutrons are quickly captured,
as the capture cross-section for low-energy neutrons is high for most
elements. Every such capture results in the emission o f about 6 M eV
o f energy on an average, and hence the materials in which the cap
ture is allow ed to take place for purposes o f attenuation are so
chosen that, as a result o f the capture, charged particles are emitted
that can be easily absorbed.
In all the processes described above, the concept of “ cross-section”
is an important one. The cross-section is the effective area or crosssection which a target nucleus presents to a bom barding particle or
photon for the occurrence o f the process in question, and expresses
the probability for the process. This area is not necessarily equal to
the geometrical area o f the target nucleus. Cross-section is expressed
in barns, 1 barn being 1 0 - 2 4 sq. cm.

4. I N T E R A C T I O N O F R A D I A T I O N W I T H
LIVING CELLS
Each organ of the human b od y is com posed o f tissues which are
made up o f cells o f various types. The living cell, which thus forms
the fundamental building block o f our com plex biological system, is
in itself a highly com plex entity, all parts o f which are involved in
its normal functioning. W hen energy resulting from ionization caused
b y radiation is absorbed in a living cell, changes may be induced in
any part o f its com plex structure resulting in any one o f a series o f
harmful effects, such as inhibition o f cell division, impaired function
of the cell, cell death, or alteration in the gene structure o f reproduc
18
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tive cells which cou ld produce genetic changes. The extent o f damage
depends on the amount, rate and mechanism o f energy absorption,
and is cumulative over extended intervals of time.
The mechanism that causes the ultimate damage has been the
subject o f considerable investigation and discussion, but ow ing to its
com plex nature the understanding o f it is, as yet, far from com plete.
As a result o f irradiation, the intricate cellular mechanism and hence
the functioning o f the biological system may be affected. The exact
determination o f damage is further com plicated b y such factors as
the inter-relations o f cells in the tissues, tissue repair processes and
other reactions which are secondary in nature. Tissue repair can
occur in tw o ways. One is the recovery o f partially dam aged cells
and the other the replacement o f dam aged cells. H ow ever, these
processes o f repair could themselves b e affected b y radiation-induced
damage to the recovery or repair mechanism itself.
The biological effects o f radiation can b e classified into tw o broad
classes — somatic effects and genetic effects. Somatic effects relate
to injuries to cells which are concerned with the maintenance o f the
b o d y functions, such as cells in b lood and bon e marrow. Genetic
effects relate to injuries to cells in the gonads which are responsible
for the propagation o f genetic characteristics in subsequent genera
tions. Tissues such as those o f the gonads, the skin, the lens o f the
eye, the blood-form ing tissues present in the bone marrow, spleen
and lymph nodes, the epethelia o f the skin and the gastro-intestinal
tract, are m ore sensitive to radiation than others.
Some o f the mechanisms postulated to explain these effects w ill now
be discussed briefly. The first one is the target theory, which assumes
that biological effects result only when one or more ionizations
(hits) occur in, or in the immediate vicinity of, the cell “ nucleus” ,
which is considered to be particularly radiosensitive. This theory has
been successfully used to explain the radiation-induced chemical
changes o f organic substances, the inactivation o f viruses, the p ro
duction o f gene mutations and chromosome aberrations induced in
higher cells, and the “ killing” o f bacteria cells (i. e. the inhibition
o f colony formation).
Later on, the scope o f the target theory was broadened b y the
assumption that radiation effects can be induced not only by direct
hits but also b y the interaction o f intermediate chemical products
produ ced b y irradiation in aqueous solutions. It has been concluded
from a variety o f experiments that positive and negative water ions
p rodu ced b y ionizing radiation dissociate into hydroxyl radicals and
hydrogen atoms respectively. W hen dissolved oxygen is present,
19
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hydrogen peroxide is form ed, which is a pow erful oxidizing agent.
Its presence in a biological system can be chemically effective in
altering the com position o f protein molecules.
The two mechanisms described above are not mutually exclusive
and can simultaneously give rise to radiation effects. On the basis
o f this theory the follow ing observations may be expected.
(a) The survival curve o f the irradiated organism will be exponen
tial. W hen, however, a relatively small number of “ hits” are
needed, the number o f responses observed will b e approxi
mately proportional to the dose.
(b) The effect of a given dose will be independent o f the doserate and the number o f steps in which it is administered.
(c) Identical doses o f different qualities and types o f radiation
w ould produce different biological effects, because o f the
different values o f linear energy transfer along the paths of
the different qualities and types o f radiation (the linear energy
transfer being defined as the linear rate o f loss o f energy by
an ionizing particle traversing a medium) and the m icrogeometrical arrangement o f the effective primary events.
Some other biological effects, such as, for example, the production
o f chromosome breakages, give rise to a curvilinear dose-effect
relationship and may be ascribed to “ multi-hit” events. The death of
cells o f multicellular organisms, and certain other effects in higher
organisms, also show dose-effect relationships o f the sigm oid type. It
is very difficult, however, to describe these events as “ multi-hit”
ones and a more plausible explanation of these relationships is found
on the basis of a Gaussian distribution of the radiosensitivity.
From a consideration o f these mechanisms it is obvious that certain
physical factors, such as the type, quality and quantity of radiation,
its distribution in time, its distribution over the b o d y and whether
the radiation source is internal or external to the body, influence the
biological effects. These are also dependent upon biological factors,
such as the degree o f oxygenation and water-content o f a tissue, its
b lood supply and its m etabolic state.
Thus w e see that the dose-effect relationship is different for d if
ferent types o f radiation effects in higher organisms and in man.
Genetic effects arising from gene mutations are proportional to the
dose, and thus any dose, how ever small, will have an effect. Such
effects should, in general, be independent o f dose-rate, although
recent work has indicated that the effect may be less pronounced
in cases where the dose is administered at very low dose-rates.
20
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Other effects, such as production o f breakage, adhesion or lumping
o f the chromosomes, are highly dependent on the dose-rate — the
effect is greater for higher intensities.
Some o f the somatic effects arising from radiation exposures are
listed below :
1. L ocal acute effects
(a) Skin damage, erythema, epilation, and necrosis of
the skin and deep-seated tissues.
(b) Tem porary or permanent sterility, caused b y ir
radiation of the gonads.
(c) R educed or abnormal reproduction o f other re
productive tissues, such as the epithelia o f the
gastro-intestinal tract and the blood-form ing tissue.
(d) Im paired function of the nervous system and other
systems.
2. G eneralized acute effects
(a) Acute radiation sickness — for details please see
Table III of chapter 21.
3. D ela yed effects after a single high exposure or chronic
exposure
(a) Chronic skin-damage, which may be ulcerous or
cancerous in form.
(b) Local atrophic scars or dystrophic processes in
other heavily irradiated organs and tissues.
(c) Cataract of the lens of the eye.
(d) Bone cancer due to irradiation o f the bone tissue.
(e) Cancer o f the lung caused b y inhalation and de
position o f radioactive material in the lung.
(f) Aplastic anaemias caused by radiation damage of
the bone marrow.
(g) Leukaemia, which is a malignant disease with
increased numbers o f white b lo o d cells o f various
kinds.
4. Possible delayed effects (established in animal experi
ments but not yet in man)
(a) Shortening o f life span and premature ageing.
(b) Increased incidence o f tumours other than those
already m entioned above.
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The dose-effect relationship in respect o f acute effects im m edi
ately follow ing exposure is reasonably w ell understood in most cases;
in general, it is possible to specify a minimum dose and a minimum
dose-rate which will bring about an observable effect. F or delayed
effects, however, this relationship is very poorly understood at pres
ent. For certain effects, such as cancer o f the skin, bone or lung or
the cataract o f the eye, high doses are necessary. In the case o f
effects such as aplastic anaemia and leukaemia, it is not known
w hether a threshold dose exists at all.

5. R A D I A T I O N

UNITS

The mechanisms involved in the interaction o f radiation with mat
ter and living cells have been considered. W e shall now consider
the units ( 1 ) for the measurement o f radiation, and ( 2 ) for the expres
sion o f the biological effects o f various types o f radiation.
T he roentgen (r), as first defined in 1928, was applicable to X-rays
only. In 1937, however, it was redefined as follows, so as to include
gamma rays:
“ The roentgen shall b e the quantity o f X or gamma radiation such
that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 g o f air p ro
duces, in air, ions carrying 1 esu of quantity o f electricity o f either
sign.”
T he roentgen is not a radiation unit in the strict sense o f the term.
It describes neither the number o f photons in the beam, nor their
energy; it merely gives the effect o f that radiation in 1 cc o f air.
W hen the charge carried by all ions o f either sign prod u ced b y the
corpuscular radiation arising in each c c o f air is found to be 1 esu,
then the original volum e o f air is said to have been exposed to one
roentgen o f X or gamma radiation. It can easily be shown that
exposure to one roentgen o f X or gamma radiation results in the
absorption o f 87.7 ergs per g o f air, but in substances o f different
atom ic number and different density the amount o f energy absorbed
per unit volum e for the same quantity o f radiation will be differ
ent — for instance, in soft tissue the energy absorbed per gramme is
98 ergs.
Simultaneously with the roentgen, the con cept o f the curie (c),
which is the unit o f radioactivity, was being developed. The curie
was originally defined as one gramme of radium. Later it was defined
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as the amount o f radon in equilibrium with one gramme o f radium.
Still later, in 1930, it was defined as the amount o f any decay
product o f radium that is in equilibrium with one gramme o f radium.
The term curie is n ow used for all radioisotopes and is defined as
that amount o f a substance which undergoes 3.7 X 1 0 10 disinte
grations per second. There are few pure gamma-emitters, and the
emission o f one or more photons usually follow s charged-particle
emission or equivalent processes. Therefore, if photon emission
follows a charged-particle emission, for the purposes o f this defini
tion the w hole process (i. e., a charged-particle emission plus photon
emission) is treated as a single disintegration.
T he term roentgen applies only to X-rays, w ith a certain range of
quantum energies, and gamma radiation. H ow ever, ionization in
tissue can also be produ ced b y radiations other than photons, such
as alpha particles, beta particles, neutrons and protons. The “ rep”
(roentgen equivalent physical) was therefore defined originally as
that dose o f any ionizing radiation which produces an energy absorp
tion o f 83 ergs per gramme o f tissue. Thus, the energy absorption
in 1 g of tissue from 1 rep o f radiation was taken to b e numerically
the same as the best estimate then available o f the energy absorp
tion in 1 g o f air from 1 r o f electromagnetic radiation. Later this
energy absorption value was changed to 93 ergs, which was the best
estimate then available o f the energy absorption in 1 g of tissue
resulting from exposure to 1 r o f electrom agnetic radiation.
The rep is not altogether satisfactory since, like the roentgen, it
is not a unit o f absorbed dose. As radiation is measured in terms of
the energy absorption in the medium o f interest, it was considered
necessary to introduce a new unit which w ou ld depend only on the
amount o f energy absorption per unit mass o f irradiated material
and not on the energy or type o f radiation, or on the nature o f the
absorber. This introduces the concept o f “ absorbed dose” which is
defined as the amount o f energy imparted to matter by ionizing
particles per unit mass o f any irradiated material at the place of
interest. The new unit introduced for this purpose was the “ rad” .
The rad is the unit o f absorbed dose and is 100 ergs per gramme.
It should be noted that no definition o f the term “ dose” has been
agreed upon. The terms “ absorbed dose” and “ exposure dose” are
the only ones that have precise meanings.
From the biological point o f view, evidence has accumulated that
the effects o f the various types o f ionizing radiations are not the same.
One can assume that radiation can bring about a change in a system
only by virtue o f the energy actually absorbed. A biological effect,
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however, may also depend upon the spatial distribution of the energy
released along the track o f the ionizing particle. It will depend there
fore on the type and quality o f the radiation, and equal energy
absorptions o f different types o f radiations may not produce the
same biological effects. Generally, the effect of radiation on cell
structures increases with increase in energy loss per unit length of
path of the radiation (linear energy transfer, L E T ), although certain
“ all-or-none” effects, like the inactivation of bacteria and viruses,
b ecom e less efficient per unit energy absorption as the energy loss
per unit length of path o f the radiation increases.
The RBE (relative biological effectiveness) of a given radiation
is defined as the ratio o f the dose required, by irradiation with
250-kV X-rays, to produ ce a certain biological effect, to the dose
required, b y irradiation with the radiation under consideration, to
produce the same biological effect.
The biological effect of a particular type o f radiation depends
therfore not only on the absorbed dose but also on the RBE o f the
radiation. T o take these factors into account, a new unit, the “ rem ”
(roentgen equivalent man) was defined as that dose of any ionizing
radiation which, w hen delivered to man or mammal, is biologically
equivalent to the dose o f 1 rad o f X or gamma radiation.
W e thus have the relationship:
D ose in rem = D ose in rads X RBE
T A B L E 5.1
R B E VALUES
The specific ionization is expressed in ion pairs per m icron o f w ater in terms
o f its air equivalent.
R B E is expressed in terms o f the pertinent biological effectiveness o f ordinary
X -ra y s taken as u nity (average specific ionization o f 100 ion pairs per m icron o f
water, or linear energy transfer o f 3.5 keV per m icron o f water).
1. X -ra ys, electrons and positrons o f any specific ionization:
RBE - l
2. H ea v y ionizing particles:
A verage specific ionization
(ion pairs per m icron o f water)
100
100
200
650
1,500
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or less
to
200
to
650
to 1,500
to 5,000

RBE

1
2
5
10

1
to 2
to 5
to 10
to 20

Average linear energy transfer
to w ater (keV per m icron)
3.5
3.5
7.0
23
53

or less
to
7.0
to 23
to 53
to 175
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For practical purposes, and in particular for use in calculations
arising in protection problems, the arbitrary values assigned to d if
ferent types o f radiation in T able 5.2 may b e used.
T A B L E 5.2
R B E V A L U E S F O R V A R IO U S T Y P E S OF R A D IA T IO N
T y p e o f radiation

R ela tive biological effectiveness

X , gam m a and beta
Therm al neutrons
Fast neutrons
Protons
N aturally occurring alpha radiation
H ea v y recoil nuclei

1
2.5
10
10
10
20

The “ specific activity” o f a radioactive material is the concentra
tion of activity measured in curies per gramme in the material con 
cerned. It is defined as the disintegration rate per unit mass o f the
source.
A radioactive element in a source (whether present only as the
element in question or as a mixture, alloy or com pound) can be either
in a carrier-free state or accom panied by the carrier. In the
carrier-free state, all the atoms o f the element are those o f the radio
active isotope only. The radioisotope is said to be accom panied by
the carrier when only part o f the total number o f atoms of the
element are those of the radioactive isotope in question and the rest
are o f one or more o f the other isotopes o f the same element. These
other isotopes are normally inactive, but could in special cases be
radioactive. The specific activity of a source either in the carrierfree state or otherwise is thus the activity per unit mass o f the source
and is expressed in curies per gramme.
Thus, in the case o f a carrier-free radioisotope, the specific activity
depends only on the half-life o f the radioisotope and its atomic
weight and is given by:

c

s

1.308 x10s
------

specific activity (in c per g) = — ^ ^

where A is the atomic weight and T y3 the half-life o f the radio
isotope in days.
H owever, in special cases where more than one radioactive isotope
is present (e. g. fission products), the calculation o f the specific
activity may becom e very com plex, and it is usually determined
empirically.
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6. R A D I A T I O N

DOSE

RATES

A fundamental requirement o f radiological protection when one
is working with radioactive sources is a know ledge o f the radiation
dose-rate associated with the radioisotope being used. For certain
radioactive sources, the dose-rate at a specified distance is known,
but in other cases it is necessary to calculate or measure it.
The dose-rates associated with the com m only used radioactive
sources are given below in Table 6.1.
T A B L E 6.1
G A M M A -H A Y D O S E -R A T E A T O N E M E T R E F R O M A O N E -C U R IE
SO U RCE O F V A R IO U S ISO T O P E S

Isotop e

H alf-life

N a 22
N a24
K 42
Cr51
Mns!
M n64
F e 59
Co58
Co60
Z n 65
A s 74
A s76
B r82
J130
J131
J132

2.6 years
15.0 hours
12.4 hours
27 days
5.7 days
300 days
45 days
72 days
5.3 years
245 days
17.5 days
27 hours
36 hours
12.6 hours
8.0 days
2.3 hours
30 years
129 days
111 days
74 days
2.7 days

Cs137
Tm ™
T a 182
I r lS2
A u 198
R a (B + C)

G am m a-ray energy
M eV
1.3
1.38, 2.76
1.5
0.32
0.73, 1.46
0.84
1.1, 1.3
0.50, 0.81
1.17, 1.33
1.11
0.6
0.5— 2.05
0.55— 1.35
0.42— 0.74
0.08— 0.72 (m ainly 0.36)
0.69— 2.00
0.66
0.08
0.15— 1.22
0.13— 0.61
0.41— 1.09 (m ainly 0.41)
Filtered through
0.5 m m P b.

D ose-rate * in rads
per hour per curie
at 1 metre
1.32
1.89
0.15
0.02
1.93
0.49
0.67
0.56
1.35
0.30
0.46
0.33
1.50
1.25
0.225
1.21
0.33
0.005
0.61
0.50
0.24
0.83

* Dose-rate in millirads per hour per millicurie at 1 foot may be obtained by multiplying
the values in column 4 by 10.8

Reduction of radiation intensity with distance
O nce the dos'e-rate from a radioactive source has been determined
at a certain distance, the dose-rate at any other distance in vacuum
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or in air varies inversely as the square o f the distances, according
to the formula
.i
D ~ D x (dl)
2
1
(d 2) 2
where
D t is the dose-rate at a distance d, from the source and
Do is the dose-rate at a distance d 2 from the
source.
This formula is accurate only w hen the dimensions o f the source
are small com pared with the distances involved. F or large sources,
the calculation o f the dose-rate (D ) at a distance is more com plicated,
and is a function o f the solid angle subtended b y the source at the
point o f interest, as given b y the formula
D = - ^

2

where D s is the dose-rate at the surface o f the source, and <I> the
solid angle subtended b y the source at the point o f interest.
The latter formula assumes that the source is a segment o f a
spherical shell with the centre at the point at which the dose-rate
is required, but it may b e used without serious error even when the
source presents a convex surface to the point o f interest, provided
that the height o f the convexity does not exceed about one-fifth o f
the distance to the point.
Calculation of dose-rate and relation between flux and dose-rate
The dose-rate in rads at a point resulting from any radioactive
source is a function o f ( 1 ) the flux of radiation, measured in particles
or photons per unit area in unit time, and (2 ) the absorption of
energy in tissue, measured in M eV per unit distance.
The energy absorbed per sec in 1 cc o f tissue in a flux o f N
particles or photons/cm 2 is N AE M eV
where A is the fraction o f energy absorbed per cm o f path in water
(which corresponds to w et tissue), and
E is the energy of the particle or photon in M eV.
The dose-rate = N AE M eV /cc/sec
uae

= — j-— M eV /g /sec, where d is the density o f the
tissue.
Since 1 M eV = 1.6 X 10— 6 ergs, 1 hour = 3,600 sec and 1 rad =
1 0 0 ergs/g,
,
, 6 &
N AE
1.6 x 10- 6 x3 60 0
, „
the dose-rate = — t— X --------- n -------------rads/hour
d
100
= N AE X 5.75 X 10 “ 5 rads/hour
= N AE X 5.75 X 10 " 5 X RBE rems/hour.
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TABLE 6.2
E N E R G Y A B S O R B E D P E R CM OF P A T H IN W A T E R (AE)
F O R G AM M A R A Y S O F E N E R G Y E
E
(MeV)

AE
(M eV/cm )

0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.5

0.0060
0.0164
0.0310
0.0424
0.0520
0.0600

Calculation of flux
For point sources, the calculation o f flux is easy; but for sources
of com plicated shape, or for a collection of sources in any configura
tion, the calculations require specialized treatment and will not be
considered here.
T o calculate the flux from any source it is necessary to know the
decay scheme, i. e. the number o f photons or particles emitted per
disintegration. For instance in C o 60 there are tw o gamma photons
per disintegration and both o f these must be taken into account in
the calculation of the flux.
Flux from a point source
M ost sources used in radiography can be described as point sour
ces. The same description will apply where the distance from the
source to the point of interest is large com pared with the dimensions
o f the source (at least five times the maximum dimension o f the
source).
The flux at a distance from a point source emitting N photons or
particles per sec in air
N
=
J 2 x T (d) particles or photons/cm 2 /sec,
where N

is the number o f particles or photons emitted by the
source per second; and
d
the distance (in cm) from the source to the point of
interest, and
T (d) the transmission through air, which for gamma rays
may be taken as 1 0 0 % but for beta-particles should
be obtained from a suitable graph.
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Flux from a line source
The flux at any point at a distance d from a line source emitting N
particles or photons per second per unit length of the source
N
L
- - 2 n d Tan 1
particles or photons/cm 8 /sec,
where N is the number o f particles or photons emitted per second
per unit length in cm of the source,
d is the distance in cm on the normal from the m iddle of
the source, and
L is half the source length in cm.
In this formula, the absorption in air has been neglected.
Flux from a plane disc source
The flux at a point distant d cm from a plane disc source emitting
N particles or photons/sec/unit are^ o f the source

N

f R2

= — log —— -j-

^
1

j particles or photons/cm 2/sec,

where N is the number o f particles or photons emitted per second
per unit area of the source,
R the radius o f the source in cm, and
d the distance of the point from the source along the central
axis normal to the plane o f the source.
Some empirical formulae for the determination of dose-rates
1. Point sources
G a m m a - e m it t e r
The dose-rate at 1 metre = 0.54 CE rad/hour for gamma radiation
o f energy 0.3 to 3 M eV ,
where C is the strength o f the source in curies, and
E is the total energy o f gamma radiation per disintegration
in M eV.

B e t a - e m it t e r
The dose-rate at 10 cm = 2,700 C rad/hour (varies only slowly
with beta energy),
where C is the

strength o f the source in curies.

Here w e neglect the self-absorption
sorption in air.

o f the source and

also

ab
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This dose-rate varies only slowly with beta energy. The inversesquare law applies, but absorption in air introduces complications
at distances of the order o f 1 metre.
2. Thick sources (sources of large dimensions)

G a m m a - o r b e t a - e m it t e r
The dose-rate at the surface o f a source in the shape of a solid
bar o f large dimensions = 1.07 SE rad/hour,
where S is the specific activity o f the source in microcuries per
gramme, and
E the mean energy in M eV per disintegration,
the mean beta energy being given by one-third o f the maximum
energy o f the beta spectrum.

7. M A X I M U M

PERMISSIBLE

DOSES

Soon after the discovery o f X-rays and radioactivity, it was rec
ognized that exposure to intense beams o f radiation cou ld result
in a variety o f injuries to the human b od y, such as erythematous
dermatitis, smarting o f the eyes, epilation o f hair and induction o f
tumours. It was not until 1925, how ever, that the con cept o f a
“ tolerance dose” em erged in quantitative terms. The tolerance dose
was then defined as that dose which a person could occupationally
receive continuously or at repeated intervals without suffering from
changes in the b lo o d or damage to the skin or the reproductive
organs. It was also estimated that if the total dose per month did
not exceed one-hundredth o f the dose required to cause skin ery
thema, no injury w ould result in the long run. The roentgen unit
cam e into use at about that time, and a dose-rate o f 1 0 - 5 r per sec
was recognized as a tolerance level. In terms o f the roentgen, the
skin erythema dose was estimated to be 600 r, and the correspond
ing daily tolerance dose was 2 0 0 mr.
In 1936, the latter value was reduced to 100 mr per day, tw o
important factors having been realized. One was that a dose of
2 0 0 mr with back-scatter corresponded to a free air dose o f 1 0 0 mr
for the quality o f radiation then encountered. The other was that
more and more energetic X-rays w ere being produced and used and
it was recognized that a greater percentage o f the surface dose was
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reaching the deep-seated critical organs. W ith the advent o f the
atomic age in 1942 and the resultant exposure o f occupational w or
kers to various types o f radiation, the concept o f the maximum per
missible dose assumed increased importance. In addition it was
recognized that it was imperative to extend the con cept o f the
maximum permissible dose to the general public as well. W ith the
advent o f the new units like the rep and the rem, and the con cept
of RBE, which have already been described in chapter 5, and with
increasing know ledge o f the biological effects o f radiation, it was
decided:
(a) to reduce the earlier accepted tolerance dose b y a factor o f
two, and make it 50 mrem per day;
(b) to express the maximum permissible dose over a period of
one week, i. e. as 300 mrem per week (for administrative and
technical reasons connected with the enforcem ent o f these
tolerance limits, it was decided that dose integration over
a period o f one w eek was most convenient);
(c) to regard the skin as a critical organ and to set the permissible
dose for it at 0.6 rem per week (at a depth o f 7 m g per cm 2);
(d) to take the blood-form ing organs as the most critical tissue
and to apply the permissible limit of 0.3 rem per week to these
organs;
(e) to make the permissible dose for persons over. 45 years o f age
twice that permissible for young adults;
(f) to allow larger weekly doses for the hands and feet (1.5 rem
per week);
(g) to make a suitable recommendation about accidental exposure
involving a single dose that might b e as large as 25 rem; and
(h) to recom m end RBE values o f 1 for X-rays, gamma rays and
beta rays, 5 for thermal neutrons, 10 for fast neutrons and
1 0 for alpha particles.
Subsequent studies of low -level chronic irradiation over extended
periods o f time revealed the need to reduce the maximum per
missible weekly dose to an average of 100 mrem per week. Another
factor necessitating such a decision was the increasing evidence that
irreversible genetic damage could result from exposure o f the gonads
or the reproductive organs to any amount o f radiation, however
small.
The developments described above are concerned only with ex
posures resulting from sources external to the b ody. Simultaneously
with these developments, however, increased attention was being
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paid to the hazards resulting from radioactive sources gaining entry
into the b od y through ingestion or inhalation, through wounds or
by direct absorption through the skin. Therefore the need to specify
the maximum body burden and the maximum permissible concen
tration in air and water o f various radioisotopes was recognized.
These figures were arrived at on the basis o f the follow ing general
considerations:
(a) Only general maximum permissible concentration values for
soluble and insoluble com pounds were considered.
(b) Only ingestion and inhalation processes were taken into
account.
(c) All calculations were based on a “ standard man” in w hom all
characteristics were assumed to be those of an average man.
(d) Under conditions of continuous exposure to the con cen 
trations prescribed, the dose to the whole b ody, or in any
critical organ, w ould not exceed the maximum permissible
weekly dose for external exposure.
Some important factors to b e borne in mind while considering
internal hazards are the follow ing:
Radioactive substances gaining entry into the b od y distribute
themselves non-uniformly. Further, depending upon their chem
ical characteristics and the chemical interactions which they
undergo in the b ody, they concentrate in particular organs, in many
cases in a non-uniform manner. It is difficult if not impossible to
estimate the amount o f the substance present and its distribution
in the b od y, and it is equally difficult to measure its rate o f elimi
nation, if any. The biological half-life (defined as the time taken
b y the b od y to eliminate half the radioactive substance gaining
entry into the body) is very long for some radioisotopes, and attempts
to accelerate their elimination from the b od y have not been entirely
successful. They remain in intimate contact with the tissues and
irradiate the b od y continuously until they are eliminated. Thus,
alpha and low-energy beta emitters, which are not hazardous as
external sources o f radiation, assume considerable importance as
radiation hazards once they gain entry into the body.
The latest recommendations on the maximum permissible levels
for exposure to external radiation and for radioactive contamination
have been given in detail in A ppendix I to the Manual*. The main
features o f these recommendations will now b e briefly discussed.
* “ Safe H andling o f R a dioisotopes” , Safety Series N o. 1, Internafional A tom ic
E nergy A gen cy, Vienna, 1958.
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One is the division o f the types o f exposure to the w h ole p op u 
lation into several classes in order to take cognizance o f the radiation
hazards to the population as a whole. These classes are:
A.
B.

O c c u p a t io n a l e x p o s u r e
E x p o s u r e o f s p e c ia l g r o u p s
(a) Adults w ho work in the vicinity o f controlled areas but
w ho are not themselves em ployed on work causing ex
posure to radiation.
(b) Adults w ho enter controlled areas occasionally in the
course o f their duties, but are not regarded as radiation
workers.
(c) Members o f the public living in the neighbourhood of
controlled areas.

C.

E x p o s u r e o f t h e p o p u l a t io n a t l a r g e

For occupational exposure a recommendation has been made to
limit the cumulative life-time dose to the w hole b o d y and gonads
according to the formula 5 (N — 18), where N is the age in years.
This implies an average w eekly permissible dose o f 100 mrem.
In addition, instead o f specifying a weekly limit as before, a quar
terly (13-week) limit is recom m ended which gives greater flexibility
for many operations involving exposure to radiation.
The recommendations for the maximum permissible concentration
of radioisotopes in air and water for occupational exposure are based
on the follow ing limits:
(a) For those radioisotopes which are distributed uniformly
throughout the b od y or are concentrated in the gonads, the
concentrations are based on an average permissible dose to
the w hole b o d y or gonads o f 1 0 0 mrem per week;
(b) for those radioisotopes which concentrate in the skeleton, the
concentrations are based on a permissible weekly dose to the
bone o f 0.56 rem;
(c) for those radioisotopes which concentrate in other single
organs o f the b ody, excepting the gonads, bone and thyroid,
the concentrations are based on a permissible annual dose of
15 rem, and a quarterly dose o f 4 rem; and
(d) for those radioisotopes which concentrate in the thyroid, the
concentrations are based on a permissible annual dose of
30 rem and a quarterly dose o f 8 rem.
Although the maximum permissible doses, both internal and ex
ternal, are individually based on the basic average criterion o f
3
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1 0 0 mrem per week, special consideration must be given to those
cases where both types o f exposure are possible. In particular, let
us consider the case o f a person w ho has been subjected to internal
contamination as a result o f a radiation incident. The extent of
contamination, and hence the extent and degree o f irradiation of
the critical organs, can be determined in such a case. In planning
all future radiation work for this person, the exposure to which he
is continuously subject as a result o f the internal contamination
arising from the incident must also be taken into account.

In cases of excessive exposures to external radiation, careful con 
sideration must be given to the detailed provisions made in chis
regard in the latest recommendations and future radiation work
planned accordingly.
From the above analysis of maximum permissible doses, it w ould
appear that the criterion to be adopted for purposes o f design and
operation is a maximum permissible weekly dose of 100 mrem. It is,
however, extremely important to remember that there is no such
thing as a perfectly safe dose, however small. Therefore all possible
attention should b e paid, in all stages o f radiation work, from the
initial design of a work-place to the ultimate disposal o f radioactive
material, towards ensuring that the personnel are exposed to the
minimum practicable dose.

8. M E A S U R E M E N T

OF R A D I A T I O N

The various types o f radiation encountered, their mechanisms of
interaction with matter and living cells, their units and the maximum
permissible limits that can be tolerated by humans without any
discernible ill effects have already been discussed. The methods of
measuring radiation will now be outlined. All detectors used for
measuring radiation function through their response to ionization
and excitation effects resulting from the interaction of radiation with
matter.
The ionization chamber
As the roentgen is defined in terms o f the electric charge released
in a certain volume of standard air, the ion-chamber m ethod is the
most direct m ethod of measuring dose.
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Since the definition o f the roentgen requires that the total ioniza
tion p roduced b y the secondary electrons form ed in this volum e of
air be measured, and as some o f the secondary electrons may have
ranges o f several metres, large and cumbersome apparatus w ould
be needed for this purpose. T o avoid such a large unwieldy appa
ratus, air-equivalent wall chambers or thimble chambers have been
developed. Their use is based on the principle that w hen a tiny
cavity, such as a small ionization chamber, is placed in a large
homogeneous absorbing medium which is uniformly irradiated, the
atmosphere o f secondary electrons in the cavity is identical with
the electron atmosphere which existed in the m edium before the
cavity was introduced. If the chamber gas is air and if the walls
are com posed o f materials having an atomic num ber near that of
air, then the energy loss per gramme o f air in the chamber w ill be
substantially the same as the energy loss per gramme o f air at the
point where the chamber is.
Ideally, therefore, an ionization chamber consists o f a chamber of
known volum e and with air-equivalent walls, the inside surfaces of
which are electrically conducting. Inside the box, and insulated from
the walls, is a central conductor to which a positive potential is
applied. Ions produ ced in the chamber as a result o f passage of
radiation cause a voltage change on the central electrode, and this
change is measured on a charge or current measuring system which
gives a reading directly in roentgens or roentgens per unit o f time.
Many factors enter into the construction and use o f such an instru
ment, so that an ideal chamber can be achieved over a limited range
o f energies only. Some of these factors are the use o f only approxi
mately air-equivalent walls, the use of metallic electrodes, the ab
sorption o f low -energy radiation in chamber walls or in instrument
cases surrounding the chamber and the lack o f sufficient wall thick
ness for electron equilibrium at high energies.
One example o f such a device is a pocket dosimeter which has a
2 cc chamber, a quartz fibre electrometer which is also part o f the
collecting electrode and a com pound m icroscope for view ing the
fibre. A separate battery charger is used to charge the instrument
prior to use. These instruments are available in ranges of 100 and
200 mr and 1, 5, 10 and 50 r. Certain recent models are available
which, as a result o f partial evacuation o f the chamber volume, are
capable o f measuring much higher doses.
A non-self-reading dosimeter or pocket chamber consists o f an
ion chamber which is charged and read on a separate charge-reader
unit containing an electrometer and a voltage source. Although
3
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less convenient to use, this instrument is sturdier than the pocket
dosimeter described above.
In portable survey meters, and in installed types o f meter, the ion
chamber is often used with an electrometer valve circuit. This cir
cuit can operate a pen recorder or meter.
The design o f a m onitoring apparatus involves a number o f real
problems because of the range o f dose-rate to be covered — a few
mr/hr to a few thousand r/hr. The most com m only used instrument
is an ion chamber with logarithm ic-type D C amplifier. Such loga
rithmic D C amplifiers covering 7 or 8 decades of dose-rate measure
ment have been described in the literature. One such instrument has
recently been described in which the dose-rate is indicated on a
single meter or pen recorder, without range switching, from 1 mr/hr
to 10 4 r/hr. Suitable outputs can be provided in this instrument, at
any desired level, to operate interlocks and alarm circuits as required.
For very high radiation intensities, the use of ionization chambers
operating at low pressures to overcom e ionic recom bination diffi
culties has been suggested.
The proportional counter
The proportional counter has the same basic constructional fea
tures as an ionization chamber, except that the electric field strength
near the central electrode is much higher. This high field strength
results in the electrons being accelerated towards the central electrode,
and they gain sufficient energy to ionize further gas atoms b y colli
sion. Thus, the charge collected, and hence the voltage fluctuation, is
amplified considerably. An important factor which makes this type
o f detector particularly valuable is the fact that the magnitude of
the voltage fluctuation or the size o f the pulse is proportional to
the amount o f primary ionization. Therefore, such a detector can
be used for differentiating betw een sparsely and heavily ionizing
radiations.
This detector is particularly suitable for detecting alpha-particles
because of the great degree o f discrimination against beta and
gamma radiation that it permits.
The Geiger-Miiller counter
In this type o f detector the amplification of the voltage fluctuation
described in the case o f a proportional counter is carried one step
further b y increasing the potential o f the central electrode. This
process of amplification results in the entire length o f the central
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electrode (which is a wire) being used in the discharge and makes
the size o f the pulse independent o f the extent of primary ionization.
The process o f the initial avalanche o f electrons approaching the
central wire will b e accom panied by the positive ions produ ced in
the counter gas m oving towards the counter wall. W hen these ions
hit the wall, electrons are ejected, resulting in a second avalanche
and similarly in successive avalanches. This process is undesirable
and is inhibited b y “ quenching” the discharge b y filling the tube
with a suitable mixture of a gas and organic vapour such as argon
and ethyl alcohol. These measures, however, result in restrictions
being im posed on the life o f the tube and on the counting rates that
can b e attained. Recently, however, special Geiger-M iiller counters
useful for measuring radiation dose-rates as high as 1 r/hr have been
developed.
H alogen-quenched Geiger-M iiller counters have also been de
veloped, the life of which is almost indefinite and which allow,
without damage, operation at higher pulse rates than is possible
with an organic quenching gas. These counters give larger pulses
and operate at considerably lower voltages than Geiger-M iiller coun
ters containing organic vapours.
The scintillation counter
The interaction o f radiation with certain materials, called scin
tillation phosphors, results in the energy o f the radiation being
dissipated both b y ionization and by excitation. Excitation occurs in
cases where the amount o f energy transferred to the electron is not
sufficient to dislodge it from the atom and thus cause ionization.
These tw o reactions lead to the emission of visible light which can
be converted into a voltage pulse by means o f a photomultiplier.
The scintillator can be solid, liquid or gas and hence the versatility of
this type o f detector is almost unlimited.
For the detection o f alpha particles, a thin screen of powdered
zinc sulphide is used. As the specific ionization o f alpha particles is
large, they produce much larger pulses than beta or gamma rays
and thus it is possible to choose only alpha pulses and eliminate
the rest. This type o f detector is frequently used to measure alpha
contamination o f surfaces.
For the detection o f extremely low -level gamma radiation, large
transparent crystals (dimensions o f the order o f a few inches) — for
example thallium-activated sodium iodide — are used. Such crystals
are highly sensitive and are capable o f detecting photons with high
efficiency.
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The characteristics of scintillators which make them particularly
valuable for gamma radiation monitoring include an energy response
for scintillators o f low atomic number which is reasonably near to
that o f an air-wall ion chamber, high sensitivity per unit volume
and ability to cover a large range o f intensities. One of their dis
advantages is that the spectrum o f the radiation must be known.
Liqu id scintillators have been described in the literature which
have specially desirable characteristics, although they w ould have
obvious drawbacks for portable use.
Neutron detectors
Neutrons cannot be detected directly b y any of the abovementioned detection techniques as they are uncharged and do not
produce any direct ionization. H ow ever, by the introduction in
these detecting systems o f suitable materials, in which the crosssection for reactions like (n, a), (n, /3), (n, p) or (n, y) is high, or from
which the recoil o f nuclei o f light elements takes place, the second
ary ionizing radiations resulting from interactions o f slow or fast
neutrons can be detected.
For example, thermal neutrons are detected by means o f the
2-M eV alpha particle which results from the absorption o f these
neutrons b y B10. The boron is coated on the inner walls o f the
ionization chamber, or introduced into the chamber as boron-trifluoride gas. Fast neutrons are detected by observing recoil protons
which are ejected, by elastic collisions with fast neutrons, from
a hydrogenous material such as polyethylene. A proportional counter
is used to detect the protons so that extraneous electrons which
w ou ld otherwise give rise to spurious counts may be excluded.
In some cases, the isotope resulting from neutron interactions
cou ld itself be radioactive, in which case a measurement o f the
amount of such induced activity provides a measure o f the neutron
flux. This m ethod is often used for the absolute determination of
neutron flux. Some o f the foils used for this purpose are indium,
gold and tantalum.
Photographic detectors
It is well known that the action o f ionizing radiation on ph oto
graphic emulsion is similar to that o f visible light. The degree of
blackening is a measure o f the exposure dose, although this re
lationship is vitiated b y energy dependence — the photographic
film shows high sensitivity below 150 KeV. T o overcom e this energy
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dependence and also to be able to differentiate between the blacken
ings caused b y different types o f radiation, metallic filters are used
between the radiation and the film.
These films can also be used to monitor slow neutrons b y adding
a cadmium filter. This filter, by absorbing slow neutrons, gives rise
to capture gamma rays which blacken the film. The degree of
blackening is a measure o f slow-neutron dose. Fast-neutron doses
can also be measured b y counting the number o f tracks produced
by recoil protons from a hydrogenous radiator in a nuclear emulsion.
The greatest single advantage o f the photographic film is that it
provides permanent records. It has other advantages too, such as
its small size and weight, sturdiness, small individual cost, simul
taneous recording o f more than one type o f radiation and measure
ment over a w ide range o f total exposures, which make it a suitable
personnel m onitoring device. The disadvantages include a large
energy dependence within a certain energy range, latent-image
fading with some types o f emulsion, problems o f developm ent and
densitometry and inconvenience o f storage. Present-day procedures,
however, have overcom e many o f these shortcomings.
Chemical dosimetry
The changes induced in chemical systems b y ionization resulting
from the passage o f radiation is another m ethod em ployed for
measuring radiation doses. In this method, chemical systems are
used in conjunction with indicators, in which the ions produced by
radiation com bine to form new compounds.
A typical chemical decom position system is the chloroform-water
mixture which, w hen exposed to radiation, produces hydrochloric
acid in proportion to the radiation absorbed. This acid depresses
the pH and by the use o f a suitable indicator it is possible to deter
mine when a pre-determ ined dose has been received b y a chemical
system. An indicator frequently used in this system is brom o-cresol
purple.
Other systems used include the ferrous-ferric and ceric-cerous
systems, the reduction o f m ethylene-blue dye, and a variety of
others.
An inherent drawback o f chemical decom position systems is the
fact that the sensitivity to radiation is quite low. They require doses
of the order o f 25 r before any detectable chemical change is induced
in any o f the above systems. Hence, these systems are best suited
for measuring the dose from large sources o f radiation. Recently,
however, liquid-chemical dosimeters prepared in small containers
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have been successfully used for dose measurements within body
cavities, in tumour areas or at positions close to high-intensity
sources.
Calorimetric methods
Another m ethod adopted is calorimetry, where the heat resulting
from energy dissipation b y radiation is measured.
Thus calorimetry can be em ployed to measure the total energy
emitted by a specific source o f radiation, or the total energy in
a defined beam of radiation. T o determine the total energy directly
it is necessary ( 1 ) that the absorbing system converts all the dis
sipated energy into heat, and ( 2 ) that the geometrical dimensions
and arrangements o f the absorber are such as to absorb all the
radiation. W hen either or both of these conditions are not satisfied,
ow ing to chemical changes or geometrical limitations, total energy
measurements can still be achieved by com parison with a known
radiation source or beam. In the latter case, the calorimeter serves
as a means o f com parison rather than as a fundamental and inde
pendent m ethod o f energy determination.
Calorimetry can also be em ployed to measure the absorbed dose
in a finite amount o f material due to the partial absorption of
radiation incident on the material. In this case, if there is no
chemical change in the absorber and all the dissipated energy
appears as heat, the absorbed dose may be determined directly.
The advantage o f calorimetry is that it gives a measurement o f
radiation energy in terms o f fundamental energy units. This provides
an absolute basis for the evaluation and comparison o f experiments,
treatments, and any procedure em ploying radiation. The potential
significance and importance o f the calorimetric m ethod is further
enhanced b y the increasing recognition of the desirability o f ex
pressing quantities of radiation in absolute units.
Special detectors
It has been known for a long time that crystals such as AgCl,
diamond, AgBr, ZnS, and CdS exhibit marked changes in electrical
conductivity w hen exposed to radiation. The advantages associated
with the use of such solid materials as radiation detectors are that
(1) they can be operated at low voltages (10 — 100 V), (2) they can
b e used as point detectors, and (3) the changes in electrical con 
ductivity can be measured directly using a microammeter without
any amplifiers. CdS crystals have been found to be particularly
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useful because o f their special properties, such as ability to respond
at room temperature, ease o f preparation and high sensitivity.
A gamma-meter with a CdS crystal probe has been developed. These
crystals can b e m ade sensitive for any desired range o f energies and
intensities by suitably activating them with foreign atoms such as
copper or silver.
The use o f silver-activated phosphate glass as a dosimeter has
also received the attention o f many workers, its chief advantage
being chemical inertness, rigidity, insolubility and small size.

9. R A D I A T I O N

MONITORING

INSTRUMENTS

It is essential for the control o f external radiation exposure of
personnel that some m ethod be adopted to assess the total beta and
gamma radiation exposure within reasonably accurate limits and,
in some circumstances, with the minimum o f delay. In doing this,
it is necessary to consider tw o forms o f exposure, (i) w hole body
exposure; and (ii) partial b od y exposure, such as the exposure of
hands, forearms, head, neck, feet and ankles.
All personnel working in an area where they are exposed to ex
ternal radiation should have some means o f assessing their integrated
w hole-body exposure; in addition, w here personnel are exposing
particular parts o f the b ody, such as hands or the head, ow ing to
the nature o f their work, additional means o f assessing the radiation
exposure in the area o f interest should b e provided.
Film badges
The most versatile device available for the assessment o f wholeb od y exposure is the personnel monitoring film. The film is partially
covered by filters o f cadmium, lead or other suitable material, so as
to make its response energy independent, and also to permit the
assessment o f doses o f different types o f radiation; the w hole
assembly is called a film badge.
The blackening o f the uncovered portion o f the film w ould be
more than that o f the covered portions if the film badge was exposed
to low-energy electrom agnetic radiation or beta rays, as these radia
tions w ould be partially or totally absorbed b y the filters. The
measurement o f the degree o f blackening in both the covered and
uncovered regions may b e used to differentiate and assess exposure
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doses from mixed radiation. In addition, in the case of exposure
to slow neutrons, the increased blackening beneath a suitable filter,
such as cadmium, arising from the (n, y) reaction in the filter may
be used to assess slow-neutron doses.
For the assessment o f exposure to fast neutrons, a special film-pack
consisting of a thin polyethylene sheet sandwiched betw een two
nuclear-emulsion plates is used. The w hole assembly is made light
tight and part o f it is covered with a cadmium filter to absorb slow
neutrons which w ould otherwise give rise to confusing proton tracks
resulting from the (n, p ) reaction in the nitrogen of the emulsion
gelatine.
Thus there are two types o f film badge — one for fast neutrons
and the other for other types of radiation. Either or both of these
badges are used as the occasion demands and, when worn on the
chest, they enable a w h ole-body exposure assessment to be made.
Pocket electroscope ionization chambers
These instruments provide an immediate assessment o f radiation
exposures. W herever the radiation exposure levels are unknown, as
in the case of emergencies, maintenance wcork or new operations
with radioactive materials, the pocket ionization chamber issued to
personnel will give an on-the-spot indication of radiation exposure.
The normal type o f pocket ionization chamber can be used for
assessing gamma-radiation exposure only. W here beta-exposure or
neutron-exposure assessment is required, a special pocket ionization
chamber must be provided.
M ost of these instruments are fitted with a scale on which the
radiation exposure may b e read directly in roentgens. They are not
as useful as film badges for providing an integrated radiationexposure assessment over a period of a number o f days. Furthermore,
such factors as mechanical shocks and variations in atmospheric con 
ditions could result in their being discharged. W hen possible, dupli
cate chambers should be used and the smaller o f the tw o readings
should be taken. T o avoid any wrong assessment of exposures result
ing from such discharges, these instruments should be used in con 
junction with film badges.
Finger-ring badges
W here only partial exposure o f the b od y is involved, either o f
the instruments described above may be em ployed. For the fingers,
however, smaller devices such as finger film badges have been used
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to give an assessment o f the exposure in the area o f interest without
hindering operations. The films used in such badges are essentially
a smaller version o f the films previously described. They have usually
been fitted into rings which may be slipped on the fingers.
Area monitoring systems
Area monitoring instruments using any one o f the principles
described earlier usually consist o f a probe and the associated elec
tronic circuitry. The probe contains the sensitive element o f the
instrument (for example, the ionization chamber, the Geiger-M iiller
tube or the scintillation phosphor). The ionization occurring in the
sensitive volum e o f the probe provides a measure o f the quantity
o f radiation.
The probe is generally fitted with a rem ovable shield o f suitable
thickness. W hen the shield is in place, part o f the radiation is ab
sorbed and the ionization produced b y the radiation not absorbed
is measured by the instrument. W hen the shield is rem oved, the
ionization produ ced by the total radiation can be measured. For
example, in a mixed field of beta and gamma radiation, a thin metal
shield w ould permit differential measurement of the individual fields.
A shield o f cadmium could be used similarly for differentiation
betw een fast and slow neutrons.
As already described, the ionization chamber instrument can
operate at relatively low voltages, which makes it particularly useful
in places where the atmospheric conditions are subject to large
variations. This, coupled with the robustness o f the instrument and
the fact that it can be pow ered by batteries, makes it particularly
versatile as a portable instrument.
The instrument using a GM tube as a probe is extremely sensitive.
It can detect alpha particles or low-energy beta particles when fitted
with a very thin “ w in dow ” . It is very efficient for beta-particle
counting but less efficient for gamma radiation.
The G M counter essentially measures individual particles; its
readings are therefore usually given in counts per second. By
suitable calibration procedures, it is possible to relate the number
o f counts per second to dose-rate and the G M counter can therefore
be used to give an indication o f dose-rate. The relationship between
counts per second observed and the corresponding dose-rate in
mrem per hour will depend upon the instrument, its construction,
and the energy and type o f the radiation being measured.
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Scintillation counters
The scintillation counter is the most expensive o f all radiation
detectors. H owever, a number of factors have led to its being devel
op ed as a versatile measuring device and have further resulted in its
replacing many of the m ore conventional types of ionization cham
bers and G M instruments. These factors are:
(a) T he sensitive volum e can easily b e made tissue-equivalent;
(b) the detection efficiency is extremely high, and this makes the
instrument particularly valuable for low level counting;
(c) the detector volum e can be made as large or as small as
necessary (e. g. extremely small crystals are used for measure
ments near radium sources in the b od y and very large crystals
for body-burden measurements); and
(d) a high degree of discrimination betw een radiations of different
energies is possible and this makes the instrument particularly
valuable for use in mixed radiation fields.
W here open sources o f radioactive materials are handled, suitable
instruments for measuring surface contamination are necessary. The
Geiger-M iiller counter is particularly suitable for this purpose and, as
described earlier, the observed counting rates can, b y suitable cali
bration, be converted into radiation levels. By similar calibration,
the observed counting rates can be converted into the degree of
contamination in terms o f activity per Unit area. The scintillation
counter is also extremely useful as a contamination measuring
device — particularly where alpha contamination, which cannot
easily be measured by conventional methods, is present. Furthermore,
when the contamination levels are extremely low, the large sensitive
area presented b y a scintillation probe is o f particular advantage. In
the laboratory a very useful instrument consists o f one versatile elec
tronic unit to which can be coupled any one of the types o f probes
described above. Such instruments are in use in many laboratories.
In addition to area monitoring and the detection and measurement
o f contamination on surfaces, the determination o f the degree o f air
contamination is another important factor in working areas where
open sources are handled.
Air monitoring
A simple m ethod may b e used for detecting the presence and
level o f radioactive material in air. Air is drawn through a fine filter
paper, any active material present in the air is deposited on the paper
and the assessment of the activity o f the contamination on the filter
paper gives a measure of the contamination o f the air sampled.
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A typical instrument for this purpose is a m odified vacuum cleaner
which has at its intake a suitable housing into which a filter paper
may be securely fixed. This instrument is also provided with means
for measuring the amount o f air passing through the filter paper.
Thus, the quantity o f activity found on the filter paper may be
related to the amount o f air that has passed through to give a mea
sure o f the concentration o f the radioactivity in the air in terms of
activity per unit volume. Other instruments, using different principles
for the collection o f airborne contamination, such as electrostatic
precipitators, have also been developed.
Biological indicators
In addition to the above, biological methods can also be used to
indicate, and in some cases assess, the radiation exposure o f indi
viduals. One such m ethod is the routine examination o f the bloodpicture o f the individual. Changes in the blood-picture may arise
from radiation exposure. H ow ever, as such changes can be induced
by conditions other than radiation exposure, and as the amount of
the radiation dose required to produce any marked change is quite
high, this m ethod is not particularly useful for short-term monitoring.
Periodic b lo o d examinations over long periods o f time, however, can
be extremely valuable from the point o f view o f studying chronic
exposures over extended periods.
The body burden o f many radioisotopes can be estimated in cer
tain cases by analysing excreta (urine or faeces) for concentration of
the radioisotope, using suitable radiochemical methods. The maxi
mum permissible b od y burdens and the excretion rates o f high-toxicity radionuclides are low and hence extremely sensitive methods
have to be used in such cases. This m ethod is valuable for the routine
monitoring o f persons handling materials such as uranium and plu
tonium and also as a follow -up procedure in cases of accidental in
take of radioisotopes.
Another m ethod o f measuring b od y burden is b y using a wholebody monitor. One version o f this instrument has several large
sodium iodide crystals located at suitable positions inside a heavily
shielded enclosure where the background radiation is extremely low.
The person under examination must remain in this enclosure while
w h ole-body counting is done. The pulses so obtained are fed into
a pulse-height analyser for a determination o f the energy spectrum
of the radiations emitted b y the body. These results are com pared
with measurements on a phantom containing standard sources and
thus the concentrations and locations o f radioisotopes in the body
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can be estimated. This instrument, which is elaborate and expen
sive, is not used for routine measurements, but is o f great value for
follow ing up cases of persons w ho suffer from accidental intake of
radioisotopes.
The radium b od y burden of an individual can be estimated by
measuring the concentration o f radon exhaled in that person’ s
breath. Radioiodine concentrates selectively in the thyroid gland,
and hence its concentration can be estimated by scanning the thy
roid externally. A scintillation counter is usually used for this pur
pose.
Calibration
It is important to calibrate all instruments periodically. As any
absolute determination o f radiation intensity for purposes o f cali
bration w ould be a highly specialized procedure, it is suggested that
the small user cou ld profitably use standard radioactive sources for
calibration if it is not possible to obtain the services o f an expert
for purposes of such calibration. In calibration with standard sources,
however, particular attention should b e paid to factors such as the
amount o f filter material interposed betw een the source and the
detector, scatter from the floor and walls and the geom etry o f the
source-detector arrangement.

10. R A D I A T I O N

CONTROL

MEASURES

W here suitable precautions are taken, the handling of radioactive
sources is a safe operation. The hazards from radiation sources are, as
already described, divided into tw o classes: ( 1 ) external hazards;
and (2 ) internal hazards.
External hazards can be minimized by reducing all external levels
to values as low as practicable. This can be accom plished b y a num
ber o f methods, including the follow ing:
(1) Ensuring that the minimum quantity of radioisotope o f the
lowest possible toxicity is used for the specific operation;
(2 ) maintaining the maximum possible distance com patible with
effective working methods betw een the source and the worker;
(3) limiting the time spent in the vicinity of the source to the
minimum necessary;
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(4) using proper shielding betw een the source and the worker
and, where necessary, using additional shielding to ensure that other
persons in the vicinity or in the adjoining rooms are not exposed;
and
(5) conducting regular area and personnel monitoring checks with
a view to ensuring minimal radiation exposures.
Precautions against internal hazards include the follow ing addi
tional measures:
(1) Conducting all operations with open sources in enclosures such
as fum e cupboards and glove boxes;
( 2 ) taking extreme care to ensure that any radioactive spill is
confined to well-defined areas b y using special appliances such as
trays and, in the event of an uncontrolled spill, taking immediate
steps to prevent further spread o f any air, surface, effluent, personnel
or other contamination; and
(3) conducting periodic surveys aimed at determining the degree
of air, surface, effluent and personnel contamination.
Some o f the operational methods which must b e adopted in order
to conform to the conditions laid out above will now be briefly
described.
On com pletion o f any operation in which radioactive materials are
handled, even when gloves are worn, the hands o f the personnel
should be m onitored carefully. W hilst it is possible to install special
equipment for monitoring hands, the small user can effectively use
the conventional contamination monitor. The probe o f this instru
ment should be m oved slowly and carefully over the entire surface
of the hands, with particular attention to the edges of the hand and
finger nails, and where possible between the fingers.
During normal operations it is unlikely that any part o f the body,
except possibly the hands and wrist, will becom e contaminated.
H owever, in the event o f a spill or other accident involving radio
active materials it is necessary to monitor the skin o f the face and
other exposed portions o f the body. Again, the conventional
contamination monitor can be used for this purpose.
W here open sources o f radioactive material are used, the clothing
of personnel, including, when necessary, the clothing which is worn
beneath a white coat or overall, should be carefully m onitored for
contamination by the m ethod described above.
W hen a new facility is com missioned or a new experiment is
com m enced, the area in the vicinity should be m onitored for external
radiation levels. The positions chosen for this survey should include
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all those which are likely to be occu pied during the operations.
Measurements should also be m ade in adjacent places where person
nel w ho are not directly concerned with the particular operation may
spend a considerable amount o f time.
If this is done carefully, it will b e possible to introduce additional
shielding material or to m odify, where necessary, the apparatus and
operations so as to minimize radiation exposures.
Even in the case o f routine operations, detailed surveys must be
periodically undertaken to ensure that any modifications in appa
ratus or disposition of radioactive material has not produced any
significant increase in radiation levels.
In monitoring for the contamination o f surfaces, one of the follow 
ing methods may be adopted.
In the direct m ethod, the probe of the conventional contamination
monitor is used to scan the area which is suspected to be contaminated
and the reading so obtained provides a direct measure of the degree
o f contamination. W here the surface areas involved are very large
it may not b e practicable to monitor the entire surface and in such
cases it will be sufficient to monitor representative areas. W here
such direct measurements are impossible, a swab technique should
be used. This involves rubbing a filter paper lightly over the con 
taminated ■surface, usually covering an area o f up to 1 0 0 sq. cm.
This filter paper is then assessed for activity, using the contamination
monitor.

11. R A D I A T I O N

SHIELDING

A. SH IE L D IN G FO R R A D IA T IO N S O T H E R TH A N X-RAYS
One m ethod of controlling external radiation exposure is to p ro
vide shielding. Suitable radiation-absorbing material is placed
betw een the source o f radiation and the personnel exposed in order
to reduce the intensity of the radiation to acceptable levels. This
reduction in intensity is known as attenuation and is a result of
com plex interactions betw een the radiations and the absorbing
materials. These interactions have been described previously but
are summarized in this chapter.
The absorbing material used and the thickness required to attenu
ate the radiations to acceptable levels depend upon the type of
radiation, its energy, the flux and the dimensions o f the source. The
amount o f shielding material required may b e calculated with rea
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sonable accuracy in most instances, but only very approximately in
others, and it is essential that experimental methods should b e used
wherever possible to evaluate the accuracy o f the calculation. It is
stressed that the final p roof o f the adequacy o f shielding must be
obtained by measurement o f the intensity o f the radiation with
suitable instruments. The terms “ 1/10-value thickness” and “ 1/2-value
thickness” frequently used in discussing radiation absorption have
been described earlier. The absorbing material should be installed
as close to the source as possible to obtain maximum economy.
Although the thickness required is the same, the area, and hence the
total volume, o f the absorber may be greatly reduced.
Suitable absorbing materials for the various radiations and the
methods o f assessing the amount o f shielding required by means of
formulae or from graphs are given in the follow ing sections.
The value o f distance in the control o f radiation exposure should
not be overlooked. Each case involving the exposure o f personnel
should be examined with a view to increasing the distance between
the source and personnel as much as possible com patible with effi
cient working conditions.
Alpha particles
Alpha particles lose energy rapidly in passing through matter and
hence do not penetrate very far. For the energy range o f alpha par
ticles usually encountered, a fraction o f a millimetre of any ordi
nary material is sufficient to absorb them. Thin rubber, perspex,
stout paper or cardboard will absorb all alpha particles. This radia
tion is normally not an external radiation hazard since only at high
energies can the alpha particles penetrate to the basal layer o f the
skin.
Beta particles
Beta particles do not lose energy so rapidly and are more pene
trating than alpha particles. Their range in air varies from about 1 m
at 0.5 M eV to about 10 m at 3 M eV ; but in com paratively dense
material their range is very much reduced. The decrease in flux of
beta radiation in passing through material is approximately expo
nential. The thickness of absorber required to attenuate beta radiation
is usually indicated in terms o f an “ equivalent thickness” expressed
in m g/cm 2. The degree of attenuation of beta particles by materials
of atomic number less than 30 (expressed in m g/cm 2) is approxi
mately the same. Perspex, aluminium and thick rubber are suitable
4
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materials for the absorption o f beta particles. F or example, V 4 in of
perspex will absorb all beta particles up to 1 M eV and 1 in of perspex
will absorb all beta particles up to an energy of 4 M eV.
The absorption of high-energy beta particles in matter, however,
w ill give rise to the electrom agnetic radiation known as bremsstrah
lung. The energy o f this radiation will range from zero to the maxi
mum energy of-th e beta particles and it is more penetrating than
the latter. The production o f bremsstrahlung is approximately p ro
portional to the square of the atomic number o f the absorbing ma
terial and to the energy of the beta rays. H ence it is advisable to
use materials of low atom ic number for beta shielding since, gene
rally speaking, only a very small percentage o f the beta radiation
energy will give rise to bremsstahlung from these materials. W ith
high-energy beta particles from large sources the bremsstrahlung
may amount to the equivalent o f 1 % o f the intensity o f beta radiation
and it may be necessary to provide additional shielding o f high
atomic weight to absorb this electromagnetic radiation.
Gamma radiation
Gamma radiation (electromagnetic radiation) is very penetrating
and has great range in all materials. Its attenuation in material is
the result o f three main types of interaction: (i) the photo-electric
effect, (ii) the Com pton effect, and (iii) pair production.
(i) The p h oto-electric effect
The gamma ray (photon) is absorbed b y an atom o f the absorbing
material, and an orbital electron (usually from the K shell) is emitted
at high speed, having absorbed the photon energy in excess o f the
amount required to rem ove the electron from its orbit. This interaction
is m ore important in the case o f materials of high atomic number and
low -energy photons. The threshold energy level for this interaction
corresponds to the characteristic X-rays for the element concerned and
ranges from a few KeV for materials o f low Z to 120 KeV for ma
terials o f high Z.
(ii) The C om pton effect
The photon collides with a loosely-held atomic electron and loses
some of its energy, which is imparted to the ejected electron. The
collision may be regarded as elastic and there is a scattering effect
in which the degraded photon is emitted in a new direction. This
interaction is the predominating reaction in the intermediate energy
range (1— 5 M eV) in materials o f high atomic number, and it is the
only significant interaction in materials o f low atomic number.
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(Hi) Fair production
Photons o f energy greater than 1 M eV may b e absorbed in the
nuclear field o f an atom o f the absorbing material. This absorption is
accom panied b y the creation o f positron-electron pairs. The thres
hold for this interaction is twice the rest mass o f the electron
(1.02 M eV ) and the probability o f pair production increases with
the photon energy.
Any excess energy available in the original photon is im parted to
the positron-electron pair. The positron exists only for a short time,
for it quickly com bines with a negative electron and the com bined
mass, appearing as energy, is equally divided between tw o emitted
photons.
Gamma-ray shielding
The attenuation of gamma radiation in absorbing material is the
result of a com bination of the above-m entioned interactions and is
a com plex process. Because o f the increasing interaction in materials
of high atomic number, the most suitable materials for this type
of shielding are lead, iron, steel and concrete. In the medium energy
range (0.5— 0.75 M eV ), the density o f the shielding material is
more important than atomic number, but in the higher and lower
energy ranges materials o f higher atomic number are more effective.
The scattering o f the gamma rays in passing through the absorbing
material introduces tw o geometrical concepts which must be con 
sidered in shielding calculations: (i) Narrow Beam, and (ii) Broad
Beam.
(i) Narrow Beam
Here w e consider a narrow collim ated beam of gamma radiation
which might be obtained from a small source such as is used in
gamma radiography, but is usually produced only for experimental
purposes. Photons scattered in the shielding material placed in the
collimated beam are rem oved from the emergent beam (Fig. 11.1).
The total attenuation is then an exponential process expressed by
the formula:
I = I 0e - ^
where:
I is the intensity (flux) o f the radiation beam emerging from
the shielding material, in photons per sq cm per sec,
I 0 the intensity (flux) o f the incident beam,

x
4*

the linear absorption coefficient referred to a thickness o f
and
the thickness of the absorber material in cm.

1

cm,
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Fig. 11.1.

The reciprocal o f the linear absorption coefficient has dimensions
of length and is known as the mean free path (m fp). A thickness
1

of

1

m fp will produce an attenuation o f — ,

2

m fp an attenuation of

and so on. The attentuation is given b y the ratio (I/Io).
e2
T A B L E 11.1
The attenuation is expressed here as a function o f the num ber o f mean free paths.
N um ber o f m fp

A ttenuation (I /I0)

1
2
5
10

0.37
0.14
0.007
0.00005

The linear absorption coefficient varies with (1) the energy of
the photon, ( 2 ) the atomic numbers o f the different materials, and
(3) the densities of the different materials. A figure called the massabsorption coefficient, which is the linear-absorption coefficient
divided by the density, is often used.
(ii)

Broad Beam

This is the more usual condition encountered in radiation shield
ing problems. W hen broad parallel beams or divergent beams of
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radiation pass through attenuating material, some scattered radiation
re-enters the emergent beam (Fig. 11.2). The attenuation, which no
longer follow s an exponential process, is reduced b y an amount
known as the “ build-up factor” for any particular source-shield
arrangement.
COLLIJEATOR ABSORBER

Fig. 11.2.

The calculations involved in assessing the thickness o f shielding
required for broad beam conditions are com plicated and will not
be dealt with in this chapter.
Neutrons
Neutrons are uncharged particles and are therefore capable of
considerable penetration in matter. The use of shielding to attenuate
a neutron beam should be directed towards reducing the energy of
the neutrons to levels at which they may be easily absorbed.
A reduction o f the energy o f neutrons is best accom plished by
collisions with atoms o f light elements, such as hydrogen. For neu
trons o f energies above 1 M eV the use o f the heavier elements is
also effective. Neutron interaction in these materials produces in
elastic collisions from which the neutrons are ejected with reduced
energy and gamma photons are emitted. Additional light elements
must also be used, however, to reduce the energy to below that at
which neutron capture becom es possible.
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The absorption of neutrons is most easily accom plished at thermal
energy levels in suitable materials. The absorption process gives
rise to secondary particle and/or gamma-photon emission.
W ater and paraffin wax are easily-handled hydrogenous com 
pounds which are effective for the reduction o f the energy o f fast
neutrons. For example, 10 in o f paraffin wax will attentuate 1 M eV
fast neutrons by about a factor of 10. A thin sheet o f cadmium
(about 1 mm in thickness) is adequate for the absorption o f neutrons
o f thermal energy. It must b e rem em bered that the absorption
process is accom panied b y gamma-photon emission, and in places
where this absorption is considerable it may be necessary to provide
additional shielding of lead or other similar material.
B. SH IE L D IN G FO R X -R A Y IN STA LL A TIO N S
Although the basic requirements for large-source teletherapy and
gamma-radiography installations have been described in the Manual,
it is stressed that in planning such installations expert opinion should
b e obtained at the design stage. There are, however, a number of
useful points which can b e discussed in this chapter with regard
to the basic shielding requirements in such cases.
Protection of other occu pied areas adjacent to X-ray installations
may b e achieved by shields or walls which absorb radiation. In
addition, as the cost of such shielding is an important consideration,
judicious siting of the X-ray installations at a distance from occu pied
areas will be advantageous. For example, an isolated basement
which is surrounded on all sides by the walls o f its excavation and
which therefore only needs appropriate shielding material on the
roof may provide an econom ical site.
The calculation o f the primary shielding requirements for the
useful beam o f ionizing radiation should be based on the assumption
that there is no irradiated object in the beam. The primary radiation
in these installations is generally accom panied by scattered radiation,
not only from the walls, floor and ceiling, but also from the object
being irradiated. Thus, calculations of the secondary shielding re
quirement should b e based on the assumption that scattered radia
tion from all sources, including the object being irradiated, is present.
The amount o f shielding material required will be reduced to
a minimum if the useful beam is so controlled that it is used only
in certain positions. The apparatus should be provided with stops
or interlocks to ensure that the useful beam can only be used in the
chosen directions. W here these directions may be chosen so as to
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avoid the walls o f adjacent occupied areas, a further econom y in
shielding is assured.
The protection afforded by shielding must be continuous and
attention should b e given to joints, bolts or openings to ensure that
suitable overlaps o f the absorbing material are provided.
W here a number o f irradiation units are present in the same
location, it is necessary to assume, in determining the appropriate
shielding, that all the units w ill be simultaneously in use.
Calculation of shielding thickness
As has been said previously, it is essential to know the dose-rate
of the radiation which w ould be received at the point o f interest
without any protection, and also the transmission values o f the
radiation through various thicknesses o f absorbers.
The dose-rate in the useful beam from any particular X-ray tube
must be measured or obtained from the manufacturer; however, an
approximate guide is given in Table 11.2.
T A B L E 11.2
X - R A Y D O S E -R A T E S
E xcitin g voltage
in k V
(constant
potential)*
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
1,000

X -r a y dose-rate in r/m A /m in at 1 metre
T ota l filtration =
1 m m glass
(or 0.07 m m Cu)

T otal filtration =

T ota l filtration =

0.1 m m Cu

0.5 m m Cu

0.32
0.7
1.2
2.3
3.6

0.18
0.5
0.85
1.75
2.9

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—
—
—

_
0.05
0.16
0.6
1.25
1.9
2.8
5.6
8
33

* Dose-rates for pulsating-potential generators are about one-half to two-thirds of those
for constant-potential generators.

Protection against the useful beam
In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded b y shield
ing, the protection should be calculated for the maximum rated
voltage and current o f the particular X-ray machine, for the shortest
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distance from the X-ray source to the occu pied space and for a
working period of 48 hours per week. The
final plans for the erec
tion o f this protective shielding should b e approved by a qualified
expert.
The thickness of absorber required to reduce the dose-rate from
the useful beam at a point of interest to 0 . 1 r per week may be
calculated from the follow ing expressions:
_
.
r
Dat
D ose per week at point of interest =
where:
D is the dose-rate in r/m A /m in at 1 metre from tube,
a the tube current in mA,
t
the maximum period o f operation of the tube in minutes per
week, and
d the distance in metres betw een the tube and the point of
interest.
The permissible percentage transmission o f the radiation through
the absorber to reduce the dose-rate to 0 . 1 r per week is then
1 0 d2
given by
. In an uncontrolled area, open to the public, it will
be necessary to reduce the dose-rate to

of the level specified
d2
above and the permissible percentage transmission is then
■
1 /1 0

U S it

The percentage transmission is then used to derive the thickness
o f absorber. This thickness o f absorber w ould be required in those
positions at which the useful beam is directed, if the areas beyond
are occu pied by personnel.
Protection against scattered radiation
The available experimental evidence on scattering from materials
com posed o f elements of low atomic number (e. g. human tissue,
w ood , brick or concrete) indicates that at 1 metre to the side o f an
irradiated object (90° betw een the direction of scatter and direction
o f initial useful beam ) the dose-rate is about 0.02 — 0.05 °/o of that
at the surface of the irradiated b od y for each 100 cm 2 o f field. In
the case o f back-scattered radiation, the dose-rate is about three
times greater than that for side scatter.
In order to calculate the shielding required against scattered
radiation, the dose-rate o f the radiation at the point of interest must
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first be estimated, and then the percentage transmission required
to reduce this dose-rate to 0 . 1 r per week can be obtained.
The dose-rate o f scattered radiation at any point o f interest is
Dat
P
A
given b y ^
X
X —
r/week,
where:
D is the dose-rate (in r/m A/m in) at 1 metre from tube,
a the tube current in mA,
t
the maximum time of operation o f the tube inminutes per
week,
d the distance from the tube to the surface of the irradiated
b od y in metres,
P the percentage scatter at 1 metre from the irradiated body
per 1 0 0 cm 2 field,
ds the distance from the scattering b od y to the nearest point at
the side occupied by personnel in metres, and
A the area of the field in cm 2.
From this the permissible percentage transmission o f radiation
through the protective barrier to reduce the dose-rate to 0 . 1 r per
week may be obtained by the expression:
d2 d 2
Permissible percentage transmission =
X 105.
XJBiti

Jl A

For back-scattered radiation, the above permissible percentage
transmission should b e reduced b y a factor o f 3.
For exposure in an uncontrolled area, open to the public, it is
necessary to reduce the permissible percentage transmission by a
factor o f 1 0 .

12. B A S I C

DESIGN

FEATURES
PLACES

OF W O R K I N G

The hazards associated with radioactive materials necessitate
special features o f design which are not required for the conventional
chemical laboratories or working areas. These features of design
must be incorporated so that the operator is not unduly restricted
whilst at the same time ensuring that he is not exposed to external
radiation hazards or to the hazards resulting from intake o f radio
active material.
Access to all areas in which exposure to radiation and to radio
active material can occur must be controlled not only as regards
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the personnel w ho may enter but also .with regard to the type of
clothing they should wear and the precautions they should take. In
the administration o f this control, the classification o f areas, based
on either the presence o f ionizing radiations or radioactive conta
mination or both, is o f great assistance. This concept should be
introduced at the design stage and will be o f use to the designer
in providing the necessary features of design.
A suggested form of such a classification is given below :
C L A S S IF IC A T IO N OF A R E A S
Area
ty p e

D efinition

Unrestricted.

Adm inistration
block.

4

Areas w ithin the confines
o f an establishment where
the external radiation
levels are less than 0.03
r/w eek and where ra dio
active contam ination is
n ot present.
Areas in w hich the a ve
rage external radiation
exposure level is n ot
greater than 0.1 r per
week. Contam ination is
negligible and no special
operating instructions are
required.

Access lim ited to
radiation
workers,
n o special clothing
necessary.

T ype B and ty p e C
laboratories specified
in the Manual. Areas
in the vicin ity o f
radiography opera
tions.

Areas in w hich the e x 
ternal radiation exposure
level is 0.1 r/w eek and
in w hich the possibility
o f contam ination neces
sitates operating instruc
tions.

Access lim ited to
radiation
workers,
in appropriate cloth 
ing and footw ear.

T ype A laboratory
specified in the M an
ual. Lum inising fa c 
tories and other eq u i
valent installations.

Areas to which there is no
norm al access and in
w hich the external radia
tion exposure levels and/
or radioactive con ta m i
nation levels are high.

Controlled access to
radiation
workers
only, under strictly
controlled w orking
conditions and with
appropriate clothing.

R adiograph y cells or
similar facilities. The
interior
of
glove
boxes and ven tila
tion ducting.

3

2

1

Control o f access

Exam ples

The site for any working place where radiation sources are
handled should be carefully chosen, due consideration being given
to the follow ing aspects:
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(a) Segregation from other buildings
Facilities in which highly toxic material is handled or stored in
quantity (e. g. a laboratory o f type A) or in which large sources of
ionizing radiation are installed should be separated from other
buildings in order to mitigate the effects o f any incident on nearby
buildings and their occupants. In some cases it may b e necessary
to consider the facilities in relation to the general public in the
neighbourhood, and appropriate distances from large centres will
be necessary. Facilities of this type must not be sited close to
potential fire hazards such as petrol, oil or paint stores. For facilities
in which less toxic materials are handled or in which smaller sources
are installed the conditions of siting need not be so stringent, but
similar criteria should be applied.
(b ) Association with other facilities
The facility may be necessarily served by operations in other
buildings, e. g. the supply of radioactive materials or sources from
store places. Notwithstanding what has been said above, such
arrangements should be so planned as to reduce the extent o f the
m ovem ent of radioactive materials to a minimum.
In choosing the position o f an active working area in a large
building the follow ing factors should be considered:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The necessity o f controlling access to areas in which exposure
to ionizing radiation or radioactive material is possible.
The need to minimize fire hazards.
The prevention of the spread of contamination throughout
the building.
The penetration o f ionizing radiation into areas o f the build
ing which are not “ controlled areas” .
The provision of adequate ventilation.

Ventilation
The aim o f any ventilating system should be to ensure:
(a) Com fortable working conditions.
(b) Continuous air change to ensure the dilution and removal o f
undesirable air contaminants.
The ventilation requirements in a working area are fundamentally
the same as those appropriate to normal chemical laboratories and
working spaces. There are, however, features o f the former which
require some careful attention.
The ventilating air should b e passed through the area concerned
once only, and the air intake and exhaust positions should be well
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separated to avoid any recirculation. The inlet side of the ventilation
system within the working space should b e as diffuse as possible
in order to ensure good mixing o f air. The extraction may be
through fume cupboards or cells and this will normally be adequate.
Consideration must be given to ensuring that the system is balanced
in order to avoid failure o f the extraction system in any fume cu p
board or cell. The position in which the exhaust air is released to
the atmosphere should be at a suitable height above the ground
and away from open windows.
W here it is desired to ventilate a number of working spaces within
one building, the flow of air should b e from the non-active into the
active areas.
Provision should be made for shutdown of the ventilating system,
either in individual working spaces or in the building as a w hole, in
the event o f an accident. The controls for this shutdown should be
in easily accessible positions.
The quantitative assessment of ventilation requirements in any
working space will depend on the operating equipment in that area,
i. e. whether the work is carried out in totally enclosed facilities, such
as glove boxes, or in partially enclosed facilities, such as fum e cu p
boards. The ventilation requirements for these areas are very differ
ent and are described below :
(a) Ventilation in areas equ ip p ed with total enclosures
The ventilation requirements in an area of this kind are not dis
similar to those in normal chemical laboratories. In a normal w ork
ing area three air changes per hour w ould probably be adequate; if
necessary this could be increased to five changes. H igher ventilation
flow-rates in a working space of this kind are not normally necessary
and may have the disadvantage o f leading to excessive and w ide
spread dispersal o f radioactive material in the event o f an accident.
In facilities of this kind, and particularly where highly toxic radio
active materials are involved, consideration should be given to the
installation o f filters on the exhaust side in order to limit the dis
charge of these materials to the atmosphere.
(b ) Ventilation in areas equ ip p ed with partial enclosures
The criterion in areas o f this kind is to ensure that ventilation
flow rates across the working apertures o f the equipment are ade
quate to ensure that there is no backflow of contamination into the
working space. For fum e cupboards and for operating apertures
leading into partially contained cells, linear flow rates of
0.5 — 1 metre per second should b e provided.
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The total ventilation requirement o f the working area will there
fore be determined by the number o f openings for which such flow
rates are necessary. H owever, in a working area where the number
o f fume hoods, cupboards or cells is such that only half or less will
be in use at any one time, the ventilation requirements may be
assessed accordingly. In such cases, provision must be m ade for
reducing the apertures o f fume cupboards or cells w hen they are not
in use.
Individual filters are not normally required on fum e cupboards
and cells, but where it is thought desirable to install them they should
be fitted on the exhaust side in positions where they may be easily
changed.
Surface finishes within a working area
The careful design o f equipm ent and an appropriate ventilating
system will assist in preventing the dispersal o f radioactive conta
mination in any working area. Nevertheless, whenever surfaces are
potentially exposed to contamination they should be such that they
will resist contamination and facilitate decontamination. It is not
intended in this chapter to deal with the equipm ent installed in the
working area but with the internal surfaces o f the building itself.
H owever, the principles applied in this context are equally applicable
to equipment.
The internal surfaces o f the building should be finished as
smoothly as possible. This means that unplastered brick-work should
be avoided, and that electrical conduits, switches and similar fittings
should be so installed that the possibility o f their becom ing con 
taminated is reduced to a minimum and that cleaning will be easy.
Ledges o f all kinds, such as open shelves or the external upper sur
faces o f Ventilation systems, should be avoided, as these will provide
surfaces on which contamination may collect. W here cupboards are
provided they should be fitted with sliding doors, and open shelves
should be avoided. These standards apply particularly to laboratories
o f type A, and are desirable, but not necessary, for laboratories of
types B and C.
All raw surfaces, such as plaster, concrete, w o o d etc., should be
permanently sealed off with a suitable material, which may be paint,
tiles, linoleum or some other suitable covering. The choice should
be made with the follow ing considerations in mind:
(i) The provision o f a smooth, chemically inert surface;
(ii) The environmental conditions o f temperature, humidity and
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mechanical wear and tear to which the surfaces may be ex
posed;
(iii) Compatibility with radiation fields and chemicals involved in
operations in the area; and
(iv) The need for repair in the event of damage.
In addition to permanent finishes on all surfaces, there may be
some cases where a temporary finish is also useful. For instance,
in cells where levels o f contamination may be considerable, the
application of a surfacing material which can be rem oved easily may
ease the problem of decontamination later on. Strippable materials
should only be applied to g ood permanent surfaces. There are a
number of strippable paints and lacquers available. H owever, the
removal o f such materials may sometimes be difficult and messy.
Change rooms
The entry to all areas of types 1 or 2 in which radioactive material
is handled should b e arranged through a change room o f appropriate
standard. The classification of areas given above provides a basis
for deciding on the standard of the change room required, since the
operating instructions and requirements o f any area will be based
on the potential exposure o f personnel to radiation and conta
mination.
Entry from a type 4 into a type 3 area w ould not normally
b e through a change room , but there should be provision for per
sonnel to keep their laboratory coats or coveralls in the area and to
wash their hands. In a type 3 area the contamination w ould be
kept to insignificant levels and there w ould be no requirement for
footwear change. Similarly, the provision o f hand and clothing m oni
toring apparatus would b e optional.
Entry to a type 2 area w ould require facilities in the change
room for laboratory coats or coveralls, hand-washing, footwear
change and com pulsory hand and clothing monitors. In a type 2
area, the conditions of contamination w ould necessitate strict com 
pliance with operating instructions since significant levels o f con 
tamination might be present.
Entrance into a type 1 area w ould require a carefully operated
control point backed up b y a fully-equipped change room in which
there is provision for putting on protective clothing and footwear
and also for using showers as w ell as wash basins. Hand and clothing
monitors w ould also b e com pulsory. In a change room o f this stan
dard it w ould be essential to have suitable store accom m odation in
which protective clothing could be kept.
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All change rooms should be provided with suitable bins for the
collection o f contaminated clothing, such as coats, gloves and fo o t
wear.
W here a single operating area contains sections appropriate to
type 3 and type 2, a footwear change barrier betw een the
tw o might b e provided. This barrier is usually designed in the form
o f a bench beneath which are racks on each side for the appropriate
footwear.
The surface finish o f all change rooms should b e the same as that
for the laboratories, i. e. smooth and non-permeable.

13. H A N D L I N G

EQUIPMENT
SOURCES

FOR R A D I A T I O N

In handling many types o f radiation sources, special equipment
or specially m odified conventional chemical equipm ent is necessary
to provide adequate protection against the hazards involved. Such
devices should be chosen carefully so that any restriction on the
operations involved is reduced to a minimum.
The basic aims o f such devices w ould be:
(1) reduction o f external radiation exposure;
(2) prevention o f contamination; and
(3) prevention o f intake of radioactive material.
The shielded cell
The shielded cell is used only in work-places where large, highly
active sources are used.
The main features of such a cell are the follow ing:
(1) The most econom ical site for a shielded cell is in the basement
of a building where the natural shielding provided by the
surrounding earth w ould reduce costly shielding structures to
the minimum. In all cases where such a cell is surrounded by
other occu pied areas, the final thickness o f the walls should
reflect consideration o f the maximum strength o f sources to
be used. This should include any future expansion programmes
involving the possible use o f large sources, so as to obviate
the need for extensive modifications later on. It would, of
course, be necessary to provide shielding above and below
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(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

the cell in order to reduce the scattered radiation and to
shield any working areas that may be present.
Adequate control should be set up, as recom m ended in the
Manual, to prohibit unauthorized entry into the cell.
All operations within the cell should be clearly visible from
the outside. For this purpose, a series o f mirrors, lead-glass
windows, windows filled with zinc brom ide solution or suit
able periscopes may be used. It is also essential that the
lighting in the cell should be so arranged and of such intensity
that the operator will not be ham pered by shadows or dark
areas.
W here the cell is to be used to handle solutions or radioactive
material in friable form, a suitable air extractor should be
provided of sufficient capacity to ensure the prevention of
leakage o f radioactive material.
In all cases, as emphasized earlier, it is important to provide
smooth, non-permeable, chemically inert surfaces in such cells
so that any contamination can b e easily removed.
The controls o f all feeds into the cell, i. e., electricity, water,
air or gases, etc., should be situated outside the cell in a
position where they are easily accessible.

A temporary version o f a radiation cell which can be easily made
up, m odified or dismantled consists o f lead or mild-steel bricks of

Fig. 13.1.
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dimensions approximating to the conventional building brick.
Further refinements, which becom e essential where large sources
are to b e handled, include interlocking faces on the bricks to pre
vent radiation leakage betw een adjoining units and arrangements to
permit rem ote-handling equipm ent to be operated through the shield
without decreasing the efficiency of the shield itself.
W here it is necessary to construct large shields the smaller units
may be replaced b y large m etal-loaded concrete blocks o f a size equi
valent to perhaps twelve or more of the smaller bricks. These loaded
concrete blocks must be provided with rem ovable lifting arrange
ments, of which the simplest is a pair of eye-bolts screwing into
appropriately tapped holes in the top o f the block. H ere again, care
must be taken to ensure that such holes do not affect continuity of
protection.
In all cases it is essential that the bricks or blocks have smooth
non-perm eable surfaces, and a suitable paint must be used to ensure
this, particularly in the case o f the mild-steel bricks and concrete
blocks, the surfaces o f which tend to be rough and porous.

Remote handling apparatus
In handling sources o f beta and/or gamma emitting materials, the
use o f distance as a means of reducing radiation exposure is very im 
portant. T o provide this protection and at the same time permit easy
manipulation o f the active material, long-handled tongs have been
devised for working at distances up to about 1 m from such sources;
long-handled forceps may also be used up to a distance o f about
15 cm from the source.
The long-handled tongs o f the simplest pattern have a pistol grip
together with a trigger operating a pincers grip which can be used
to seize the source o f radioactive material. A n additional elaboration
is the provision o f a threaded screw which can be screwed up so
that the pincers remain securely fastened to the radioactive source.
In this way one can secure a source with one pair o f remote handling
tongs and use another pair to carry out some operation on it. W here
the remote handling tongs must pass through the lead or mild-steel
brick wall, special bricks are necessary which, while ensuring ease
o f operation, do not give rise to leakage o f radiation. The longhandled forceps are those which are extensively used in medicine
and surgery.
5
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Fig. 13.2.

Shielded flask and test-tube holders
For test-tubes containing radioactive solutions or material, small
sections o f conventional lead piping long enough to enclose the testtube com pletely can b e used to advantage. On account of the fragile
nature o f the test-tube and the fact that it holds radioactive mat
erials, a cushion should be placed at the bottom of such a container
so that when the test-tube is placed in it there will be no chance of
damage and resultant release o f contamination. A series o f these
sections o f lead piping can be arranged in a rack to hold as many
test-tubes as required.
For flasks, particularly small ones, conventional lead piping may
be suitable, or sheet lead may b e used to construct a suitable cylin
drical section into which the flask containing the radioactive material
might be placed. Cushioning material should again be placed at the
bottom of the shield.
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Temporary shields for beta-active material
Perspex in sheet or m oulded form or material such as aluminium
or copper may b e kept at hand and used as temporary shielding when
beta-active material is handled.

Fig. 13.3.

M outh-operated apparatus should not be used in any radioactive
work. Various designs o f mechanically operated pipettes and other
similar apparatus have been p rodu ced; some of them work by means
o f rubber bulbs and others use a syringe action. Finger-operated
valves are used for the release o f liquids from the pipette. It is also
possible to construct a mechanically operated pipette from labora
tory materials.
Shallow trays o f metal or suitable plastic must be used as a pre
caution against spillage. Fragile containers of radioactive solutions
should always be placed in these trays, which should be lined with
absorbent material. The tray should b e of sufficient capacity to hold
the entire contents o f the container. In addition, the tray should
5
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Fig. 13.4.

be without rough surfaces, edges or corners so as to facilitate d e
contamination.
For the collection o f wastes in the laboratory, a m odified version
o f the ordinary foot-operated dustbin is the most suitable. The
m odification consists in the dustbin being so made and finished as
to facilitate easy decontamination. Inside the dustbin, suitable lining
bags o f plastic or waxed paper should b e provided to contain the
wastes.

14. C O N T A I N E R S

FOR

RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS

The basic principles governing the design and construction
o f containers for radioactive materials are the same whether the con 
tainers are used for storage or for transport. In addition, however,
an assessment o f the risks to which the containers may be exposed in
these various operations is necessary.
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The main factors which need to be considered in the design of
containers include the follow ing:
(1) The external radiation hazard.
(2) The presence of radioactive material in friable or p ow der form.
(3) The presence of radioactive material in solution form.
(4) The degree o f containment required and the severity of the
operational conditions.
The essential feature o f containers for radioactive materials is that
they must provide a thickness o f material suitable for reducing the
external radiations to acceptable levels at which they may be safely
handled, stored or transported. For beta-emitters, glass, plastic, or
other containers sufficiently thick to absorb the beta-particles w ould
be suitable. As for alpha-emitters, the necessary shielding can be
provided b y even small thicknesses o f these materials. For gammaemitters, the container must include a sufficient thickness o f highdensity material to reduce the gamma radiation on the outside to
acceptable levels. There are tw o possible approaches to this problem —
firstly, the container might be designed for continous exposure of
personnel, in which case the thickness o f material required could be
considerable; and secondly, some estimate might b e m ade of the
time during which a person w ould be expected to handle the container
or be in its vicinity, in which case a correspondingly decreased thick
ness could be used. Lead, iron or concrete can b e used for these con 
tainers, but it is recom m ended that where lead is used some form
of metal containment should be provided so that in the event o f the
container being involved in a fire, although the lead w ould melt,
the container w ould still maintain its distribution and, therefore,
its shielding properties. It is also recom m ended that the external
and internal surfaces of these containers should be suitably painted
to provide a surface which will resist contamination and can be
easily cleaned. The lids o f these containers should fit reasonably
well (though not so tightly as to render operations difficult) so as
to avoid any leakage radiation. As an added precaution, the p ro
vision of a long carrying handle w ould ensure that the person hand
ling the container remains as far from the container as possible.
As explained in the chapter on shielding, fast-neutron sources
should be first surrounded by some slow ing-dow n medium such as
paraffin wax. The thermalized neutrons emerging from this primary
shield can be absorbed by using suitable materials such as cadmium.
The necessary thickness of lead or other similar material should,
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however, be provided as additional shielding against any radiation
that might result from such absorption.
It is recom m ended that solid radioactive materials should be
placed within small containers of metal, plastic or other suitable
material before they are placed in the outer shielded containers re
ferred to above. This will facilitate the removal o f active material from
the large container and will further prevent the inside o f the main con 
tainer from being contaminated.
For radioactive materials in friable or pow der form a container of
the type already described should be used. Such a container should
be firmly sealed to prevent any escape o f radioactive material, but
at the same time should be easily opened, since in rem oving the
stopper the minimum amount of exertion is desirable lest any vigor
ous action should spill the material.
It is recom m ended that radioactive materials in liquid form should
be placed in a suitable sealed container which in turn must be
packed inside a second sealed container. The interspace betw een
these tw o containers must be packed with an absorbent material
sufficient to absorb the entire liquid content and o f such a nature
that its efficiency will not b e impaired by chemical reaction with the
contents.
All sealed sources o f radioactive materials must be regularly
tested for leakage. A simple m ethod is to put the source in
a test-tube, cover the source with a cotton w ad and leave the
assembly for some suitable time. During such storage it may be
advisable to apply m oderate heat to the test-tube, e. g. with steam,
to discover any pin-point leak. It is, how ever, very important to
avoid excessive temperatures during this process. The cotton wad
is then assessed for activity. Other methods o f testing for leakage
are given below , the first tw o being relatively simple and the other
tw o m ore elaborate.
1. W ip e test: All exposed external surfaces of the capsule to be
tested are w iped thoroughly with a piece o f filter paper o f high
w et strength and absorption capacity, moistened with a solution
which will not attack the material o f which the container or
source holder is made and which, under the conditions o f this
test, has been demonstrated to b e effective in rem oving the
radioisotope involved. The paper is allowed to dry. Then radio
activity on the paper is measured.
2. C ellulose-tape test: This test is applicable to a device contain
ing a sealed source in a source-holder which has an opening
through which the radiation emerges. This opening is kept
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covered for a minimum o f seven days with a piece o f thin ad
hesive cellulose tape. The tape is rem oved carefully and the
radioactivity which may have been deposited on its adhesive
side is measured.
3. Scrub test: The capsule to be tested is immersed in a solution
which w ill not attack the material of which the container or
source-holder is made and which has been demonstrated to be
effective in rem oving the radioisotope involved w hen the object
is scrubbed with a brushed thoroughly under these conditions.
The total radioactivity is measured in the residue obtained by
evaporation o f the solution.
4. Immersion test: The object to be tested is immersed in a
solution which will not attack the material o f which the con 
tainer or source holder is made and which, under the co n 
ditions o f this test, has been demonstrated to be effective in
rem oving the radioisotope involved. The solution is heated to
about 5 0° C and held at this temperature for eight hours. The
total radioactivity is measured in the residue obtained by eva
poration o f the solution.
In conducting any o f the above-m entioned tests, all necessary
special devices must b e used and precautions taken to avoid any
excessive exposures.

15. P R O T E C T I V E

CLOTHING

Protective clothing for radioactive work may be considered under
two headings — routine and em ergency. The latter includes pro
tective clothing for purposes such as special maintenance, de
contamination and em ergency action.
A. R O U TIN E P R O T E C T IV E C L O T H IN G
Laboratory coats
Conventional white cotton drill or nylon coats o f ample size which
should extend b elow the knees.
Overalls
These are one-piece cotton drill garments so designed as to cover
the body com pletely except for the head and neck, wrists and hands
and feet and ankles. The fastenings for these garments are usually
at the front. They are extremely useful as they protect all the
clothing worn below .
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Aprons
W here the processes involve working at benches with liquids,
an apron of suitable impervious material will be found useful in
preventing the clothing b elow from becom ing contaminated by
solutions.
Rubber gloves
For general laboratory work, surgeon’ s rubber gloves are ade
quate for most operations. W here it is necessary to handle betaactive material directly with the hands, rubber gloves o f a heavier
type or leather gloves may be used to reduce the beta-radiation
dose to the hands.
Footwear
Shoes
These should preferably be rubber-soled to prevent the
uptake of contamination and to facilitate cleaning. It is rec
om m ended that the pattern of the rubber sole should not be
too deeply indented. The upper part o f the shoes should be
well waxed to resist the absorption of contaminated solutions,
etc.
Overshoes
These are worn over the normal walking shoe and are sui
table for use b y visitors to active areas or for general use in
laboratories. The conventional rubber overshoes are suitable
but the soles should not b e too deeply indented. A cheaper
form of overshoe o f rubber, plastic or canvas is also available.
R ubber boots
These are particularly useful for wear in areas in which the
processes involve contaminated solutions or w et conditions, as
in areas being decontaminated. The half-length rubber boot
is usually adequate for this purpose. A typical example is the
surgeon’s rubber b oot as used in operating theatres. The soles
o f these boots should not be too deeply indented.
Breathing apparatus
For work in areas of low or medium levels of airborne activity,
a full-face respirator with an efficient filter provides adequate pro
tection. The filter used must be reliable; suggested types are the
resin w ool and charcoal or the highly efficient paper filters which
are com mercially available. Care must be taken to ensure that these
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respirators fit properly and do not allow air to b e taken in from the
sides of the face-piece.
For work in areas of very low activity a half-face respirator may
be used.
B. E M E R G E N C Y P R O T E C T IV E C L O T H IN G (IN C L U D IN G
SPECIAL C L O T H IN G F O R PURPOSES SUCH AS M A IN T E N 
A N C E W O R K A N D D E C O N T A M IN A T IO N )
The provision of this clothing is usually indicated in areas where
the operations concerned will expose the personnel involved to a
high risk o f contamination and o f breathing contaminated air.
Full change
This implies removal o f all personal clothing and the wearing of
simple clothing supplied b y the laboratory. A typical change w ould
be drill trousers, underwear, shirt, socks and shoes. Before anyone
puts on fully impervious clothing, a full change of clothing is re
com mended.
Fully impervious clothing
This consists o f garments so designed that they cover the in
dividual com pletely, except for the head and neck and the hands
and feet, with a layer of impervious material. As a protection for
the head, and to allow a respirator or breathing apparatus to be
worn at the same time, hoods o f similar material are used. Finally,
com plete exclusion from contamination is obtained b y wearing
rubber gauntlet gloves pulled w ell over the cuffs o f the protective
suit and rubber boots with the bottom o f the impervious suit trousers
brought over outside them.
Pressurized clothing
This is a suit made of impervious material which com pletely
encloses the individual. Such a suit effectively isolates the individual
inside from any contamination on the surfaces or in the air. C om 
pressed air supplied to the suit enables normal breathing during
operations.
The compressed-air line delivers its air immediately in front o f
the face, as this arrangement provides plenty o f air for breathing
and at the same time helps to reduce the misting o f the transparent
head-piece. C om plete protection of the hands and wrists is afforded
by wearing rubber gloves, which are securely taped to the suit to
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prevent the ingress o f any contamination. Rubber boots are usually
worn with the suit.
Assistance is always necessary to dress an individual in any im 
pervious clothing. Such assistance is particularly essential when the
impervious clothing is being rem oved. If the individual concerned
undresses himself it is more than likely that he w ill becom e con 
taminated from the active material present on the suit.
Breathing apparatus
W here a compressed-air supply is not available for use in the
pressurized suits described above, breathing sets may b e obtained.
These comprise a well-fitting face-piece in which suitable goggles
are inserted. This face-piece is attached to a cylinder or cylinders
of compressed air carried in a harness on the wearer’s back. Regulat
ing valves attached to the cylinders enable the wearer to control
his air supply. This breathing-set may be used in conjunction with
the fully protective impervious clothing and, so dressed, the in
dividual concerned can enter a contaminated atmosphere under
em ergency or maintenance conditions.
C. D E C O N T A M IN A T IO N O F P R O T E C T IV E C L O T H IN G
Routine protective clothing should be cleaned regularly to avoid
the build-up and fixation o f contamination. For similar reasons, the
clothing should not be left in storage for long periods before clean
ing, as experience indicates that such storage results in the co n 
tamination being fixed and renders decontamination increasingly
difficult.
White coats and coveralls
In small establishments it will not usually be necessary to segre
gate this clothing, before washing, according to the different co n 
taminants and different levels o f contamination. H owever, in larger
establishments where a variety o f radioactive material is used, it is
often necessary to segregate the clothing to prevent cross-contamina
tion during the cleaning process.
Contaminated clothing should b e handled as little as possible,
since it can give rise to airborne contamination.
The process used in cleaning this type of clothing is not dissimilar
to the processes adopted in conventional laundries. It is useful to
remember that the more stringent washing solutions used necessitate
the use of suitably resistant metals in the construction o f washing
machines.
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The actual routine of washing will depend on experience, but as
a guide it is usual to give clothing tw o full washes (of 10 minutes
each) with a rinse (of 5 minutes) in clear water after each wash.
The reagents or soaps used will also depend upon experience,
but a washing solution consisting o f unbuilt detergent, sodium meta
silicate, sodium acid phosphate and citric acid has given good results
with this type o f clothing.
The clothing should be dried thoroughly before being monitored.
Rubber gloves
It is essential that the personnel wearing these gloves, and par
ticularly the heavy rubber gloves, should wash them on com pletion
of their work. Bulk collection o f contaminated gloves is most un
satisfactory, since there is no efficient way in which they may be
washed in large numbers without transferring contamination to the
inside.
G ood-quality soap or detergents and scrubbing brushes should be
provided at appropriate places where personnel may wash their
gloves. The gloves should be w ell scrubbed and rinsed and then
dried with paper towels or preferably with small pieces (say
2 ft. X 1 ft.) o f towelling, which has proved econom ical and more
satisfactory than paper towels. The small towels should be used
once only and then placed in a suitable collecting bin.
Respirators and dust masks
The only satisfactory way in which these items may be cleaned
is by individual swabbing with suitable detergents. The detergent
used should be a m ild one and unlikely to cause skin complaints
if it comes into contact with the faces o f individuals.
Small cloth swabs should be used all over and inside the facepieces. These swabs should be changed frequently. Care should be
taken to clean the outside first and then the inside using clean
swabs. The face-pieces should be well sw abbed with clean water,
follow ing the detergent treatment, and then dried.
. The filters must be handled carefully and the solutions should not
be allowed to get into the filter material as otherwise the efficiency
of the filter may be impaired.
Impervious protective clothing
On com pletion o f an operation involving the use o f this kind of
clothing and where extreme contamination is expected, it is essential
that the operator, still wearing the suit, should pass through some
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form o f washing. This may consist o f an installed shower or simply
of a rinse with buckets of water. There is obviously a need to choose
the correct position for this so as to prevent dispersal of contamina
tion, and it should be follow ed b y washing with detergent and soap
solutions, assisted b y swabs and soft bristled brushes. Operations
in these suits usually involve at least tw o individuals and it is a
convenient practice for them to wash each other. Afterwards the
suits should be rinsed in clean water and quickly dried.
W hen dry, the suit is rem oved and monitored. Any residual
contamination can be treated separately with mild abrasive pastes
or similar material.
Suitable detergents should b e used for washing these suits and
it is also advantageous to use solutions containing weak citric acid
and com plexing agents such as ethylene-diamine-tetracetic acid.
Footwear
R ubber-soled shoes may require decontamination from time to
time. The soles should be scrubbed with detergent and com plexing
solutions, and for resistant contamination it may be necessary to
rem ove the surface o f the rubber by the application o f acetone or
by mechanical buffing. W here mechanical buffing is used, it will be
necessary to provide for local air extraction on the machine. The
shoes, if kept properly waxed, can b e easily decontaminated.
R ubber boots should b e cleaned after each operation. Scrubbing
in detergent and com plexing solutions should b e follow ed b y the
use o f abrasive pastes where necessary. Resistant contamination will
necessitate the removal of the rubber surface b y acetone or
mechanical buffing. Precautions should be taken to prevent con 
taminated liquids from entering the boots.

16.

TRANSPORT

OF

RADIOACTIVE

SUBSTANCES

The requirements to be met for the transportation o f radioactive
substances are the follow ing:
(a) Any exposure o f the transport workers and the public to
radiation or radioactive material must be minimal under
all conditions incidental to transport, including maximum
credible accidents.
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(b) Any damage to materials, such as photographic goods and
foodstuffs, or to animals must be avoided.
(c) Existing national or international regulations must be com 
plied with.
The protection o f personnel may be accom plished b y limiting
the radiation level on the surface o f the transport container, so that
under foreseeable conditions o f handling, transport and storage no
person will be exposed to doses exceeding the maximum permissible
levels. In addition, restrictions on the quantity o f radioactive material
per package may be laid dow n depending upon the methods of
packaging and shielding, so that in case of accidents any risk of
contamination o f areas, objects or persons will be within acceptable
limits. The limits o f contamination on the surface of any package
must be specified and any accidental contamination during transport
controlled. Such packaging should, in addition to m eeting the abovementioned requirements, be resistant to all normal accidental con 
ditions like fire, water and mechanical shocks which may occur
during transport. The packages must also carry suitable warning
signs and labels to limit the presence of people in the vicinity to
the minimum.
It is inevitable that, in particular cases, the above-m entioned con 
ditions can only partially be met. In these cases, such extra pre
cautions should be taken during the entire process of transport from
one point to another as may be necessary to ensure that no person,
object or animal is exposed to harmful amounts o f radiation or radio
active material.
If, as a result o f special conditions obtaining during the transport,
handling and storage procedures, any worker is liable to be exposed
to levels o f radiation exceeding the maximum permissible, he should
be treated as an occupational worker and the special provisions
regarding occupational workers should be com plied with.

17. D E C O N T A M I N A T I O N
Decontamination is the removal of radioactive contamination from
animate and inanimate surfaces. It is obvious, however, that the
main aim in the design and operation of any working place for
radioactive substances should be to reduce the possibilities o f any
contamination to the absolute minimum. Nevertheless, whenever
work with radioactive material is carried on, a certain amount o f
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contamination will arise and the aim must be to prevent its attach
ment to surfaces and facilitate its removal with the least possible
damage to those surfaces. This may b e accom plished by:
(i) Training operating personnel in methods o f controlling the
spread of contamination;
(ii) The use of the correct protective clothing, such as gloves,
footwear and impervious suits; and
(iii) The provision of smooth non-perm eable surfaces in all work
ing places and on all equipment.
Radioactive contamination may exist in loose form or may be
more or less fixed as a result o f physical and chemical factors. All
loose contamination should be rem oved for obvious reasons, but the
effort involved in rem oving any fixed contamination may be con 
siderable. Ideally, all contamination should be rem oved; however,
there are considerations which should be taken into account in
determining the degree of decontamination required. Some o f these
considerations w ill now be outlined in brief.
The exposed skin surfaces of personnel
In considering contamination o f the skin, it is possible to specify
maximum permissible levels below which any contamination may
be considered safe. H ence, in decontaminating the skin, while it
w ou ld be ideal to rem ove the entire contamination, this may not
always be possible, for the drastic measures which may be necessary
in certain cases could result in such damage to the skin that the
radioactive material could gain entry into the b od y and so give rise
to internal hazard. In such cases, it should be considered satisfactory
to reduce the levels of contamination to within permissible limits.
Similar considerations apply to inanimate surfaces in areas where
the appropriate controls are exercised. In addition, however, ex
perimental requirements may render it essential that the d econ 
tamination be absolute. On the other hand, in dealing with con 
tamination of certain articles and types o f equipment, it might turn
out to be more econom ical to store the contaminated object tem por
arily, with a view to letting the activity die dow n naturally to within
permissible levels, or to dispose o f it.
The above considerations imply the setting up o f maximum per
missible levels of contamination of both animate and inanimate
surfaces in controlled and uncontrolled areas. Some representative
values for these levels have been provided in the Manual.
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The fundamental principles which are applicable to all d econ 
tamination procedures are given below :
(i) W et decontamination methods should always be used in
preference to dry;
(ii) M ild decontamination methods should be tried before resort
ing to treatment which can damage the surfaces involved; and
(iii) Precautions must always be taken to prevent the spread of
any contamination.
The decontamination of personnel
Soap and water is the first requirement for rem oving contamina
tion from the hands and other exposed areas o f the skin. The soap
chosen should be mild so that it w ill not produce skin damage after
frequent use.
For hands, a soft-bristle nail-brush should be provided for use in
conjunction with soap and water over the entire surface o f the hands
and the wrists. Particular attention should be given to the nails, the
skin between the fingers and the edges o f the hand. Frequent rinsing
is essential during the entire operation.
For face contamination, copious amounts o f water and soap
should b e used, the hands alone being used to create the lather.
Isolated areas o f high contamination should be carefully scrubbed.
All personnel should be instructed to keep the eyes and the mouth
closed during treatment and to rinse the face frequently with copious
amounts of water. W hile using towels, or other materials suitable for
drying, rubbing should be avoided. All cases of face contamination
should be referred to the m edical officer.
Contaminated hair should be washed several times with an
efficient shampoo and copious amounts o f water should be used for
rinsing. The latter is particularly important to ensure that contamina
tion rem oved from the hair does not remain in the ears or on the
face.
In the event o f contamination which persists although the abovementioned procedures have been follow ed a number o f times, the
individual concerned should b e referred to the m edical department
where more effective decontamination can be carried out under
m edical supervision. It is essential that skin decontamination should
not be taken to the point of damaging the skin.
The decontamination of working areas
A preliminary contamination survey will indicate those areas which
require decontamination and such areas should be clearly marked.
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The decontamination measures should be restricted to these areas
and every endeavour should b e m ade to prevent the spread of con 
tamination.
The decontamination measures taken will depend upon the nature
of the contamination, i. e. whether it is in loose form or relatively
fixed, and details o f recom m ended procedures are given below in
that order.
(a) Rem oval of loose contamination
Special decontamination apparatus, such as vacuum cleaners fitted
with special filters, may be used to rem ove loose contamination. No
attempt should be made to brush or dust it off, though in the case
of slight contamination on the floor a w et medium such as dam ped
sawdust sprinkled over the contaminated area before brushing is
acceptable. For all other surfaces w et methods such as swabbing
are essential. The removal o f contamination should b e done with
the minimum o f rubbing and the swabs should be frequently dis
carded. Decontamination solutions which contain com plexing agents
are particularly useful in such cases.
W here there is copious loose contamination, a suitable stripping
lacquer may b e carefully applied to the contaminated surfaces. This
lacquer is allowed to dry and in so doing will take up the con 
tamination. Afterwards the strippable lacquer can b e rem oved
together with the contamination. During this process, care should
b e taken in operating the spray to avoid disturbing the loose con 
tamination and so giving rise to an airborne hazard. As a precaution,
personnel should b e in fully protective clothing. After stripping, the
affected areas should b e washed as described above.
(b ) Rem oval o f relatively fixed contamination
Only w et methods should be used. The first wash should be with
suitable detergent solution which will remove loose contamination
and all grease-held material. Only light rubbing should be used at
this stage and the swabs should be discarded frequently. C on 
tamination remaining after this treatment should be rem oved by
further washing with suitable decontaminating solutions. The de
contaminating solution should contain com plexing agents to prevent
redeposition o f the contamination. It is o f value to allow decon 
taminating solutions to remain in contact with the contaminated
surfaces as long as possible so that chemical reaction at the surface
may assist the decontamination.
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Contamination remaining after several attempts at removal with
the above treatment will normally be confined to small areas (unless
a major spill has occurred) and further treatment should be under
taken with abrasive material. The proprietary abrasive cleaners are
useful for general application in this “ spotting” treatment. Metal
polish can b e used to advantage on metal surfaces; abrasive creams,
containing a com plexing agent, may be rubbed into the affected
areas and left in contact for a period before being washed off. More
stringent treatment could be carried out using steel w ool or a similar
scouring agent.
If contamination persists, it will be necessary to remove the
surface on which the contamination is fixed, unless it is so fixed
and in such small amount that it can be left in place. In the latter
case, precautions should be taken to seal in the contamination with
concrete, paint or other appropriate material. Such sealed-in con 
tamination must b e recorded so that in any future modifications to
the building suitable precautions can be taken against dispersing
the contamination and creating a hazard.
(c) Decontam ination o f equipm ent
It is impossible to describe here the measures to be used in the
decontamination o f the individual pieces o f equipment encountered
in radiation work. H owever, such equipment may be conveniently
classified into groups according to the materials o f which it is made
and the decontamination methods described accordingly.
Decontamination methods for equipment are o f tw o kinds:
(i) Rem oval o f contamination without damage to the surface
below.
(ii) Removal o f the surface of the equipment together with the
adhering contamination.
In all cases the first m ethod should be used initially and only if
several attempts fail should the second m ethod be tried, since
damaged surfaces may be unsuitable for re-use because o f their
tendency to collect contamination easily.
Decontamination o f equipment should be carried out as soon as
possible after its removal from the active area. Contamination left
in situ over periods of time becom es fixed and becom es increasingly
difficult to remove.
All decontamination should b e carried out using wet methods.
The routine to be follow ed is the same for all equipment, the only
6
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difference being in the reagents used for various materials. The
routine procedures are described b elow :
(i) W ash in detergent solution at raised temperatures. This will
rem ove all loose and grease-held contamination. This may
b e follow ed by swabbing and light scrubbing in the same
solution.
(ii) The decontaminated equipm ent should be washed in clean
water and dried before monitoring.
(iii) W here contamination remains after the above treatment,
further scrubbing and, in addition, steeping techniques may
be used. In the latter the equipment is placed in solutions
of suitable decontaminating reagents, preferably at raised
temperatures, and is left there for suitable periods o f time.
The inclusion o f com plexing agents in the decontaminating
solution is recom m ended to prevent redeposition of the con 
tamination.
(iv) The equipment is washed in clean water on rem oval from
the decontaminating solution and is then dried before being
monitored.
(v) W hen contamination still remains after the above treatment,
further methods will depend upon the extent and nature of
residual contamination.
I f the contamination is present in spots, a treatment known
as “ spotting” may be carried out using abrasives or strong
acids on the small areas involved. W here acids are used, care
should be taken to ensure that the surface o f the equipment
is not unduly etched.
If the contamination is general, it may be possible to apply
abrasives over the w hole surface, but failing this, steepage
in acid solution will b e necessary. Precautions should be
taken to prevent the acids damaging the surface of the
equipment more than is necessary to remove the contamina
tion. Special apparatus in the form o f fume hoods or cu p
boards will b e necessary for the acid treatment on account
o f noxious fumes.
(vi) The equipment should be well washed and dried before
monitoring.
The decontamination o f clothing, including protective clothing,
has already been dealt with in the chapter dealing with protective
clothing.
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18. T H E D I S P O S A L O F R A D I O A C T I V E

WASTES

The form and nature o f radioactive wastes are so varied that no
single m ethod o f disposal can be recom m ended. H ow ever, the
process o f waste disposal may be divided under tw o broad heads —
(a) storage; and (b) release to the environment.
(a) Storage
T he permanent storage o f radioactive wastes is practised only by
the major nuclear industries, such as the chemical processing plants
associated with reactors. Nevertheless, even work on a much smaller
scale may require the storage o f radioactive wastes temporarily
before disposal and the principles involved are very much the same.
Release to the environment is ultimately the m ethod o f disposal and
it is essential that this should b e strictly controlled.
Any place where radioactive wastes are stored must be a con 
trolled area. The release to the environment, however, disperses the
radioactive waste outside the controlled area, and hence involves
the general public. A general outline o f the methods o f waste dis
posal is given below . It is important to remember that all radioactive
waste should be handled as radioactive material and appropriate
precautions taken.
Since the capacity of any facility for the storage o f solid or liquid
radioactive waste will be limited, it is essential that the quantities
o f waste should be kept to the lowest practicable amount. Training
and good housekeeping will assist in reducing the amounts of wastes
to a minimum. The special precautions to be taken with such waste
disposal storage facilities may be enumerated as follow s:
(i) Records of waste stored must b e kept to ensure that the
storage facilities are not overloaded.
(ii) Personnel involved in operating the storage facilities must be
properly clothed in suitable protective clothing and should
Wear m onitoring films.
(iii) Surveys for external radiation and contamination should be
carried out regularly.
(iv) Liquid storage tanks must be regularly inspected to ensure
that leaks are not overlooked.
(v) The storage facilities should be appropriately labelled.
The collection o f liquid radioactive waste may be done in carboys
or other suitable containers. They should be placed in a position in
the operating area where they are unlikely to be damaged, and as
a precaution against damage or spills they should be placed on a
tray in which any spill may be contained. If shielding is necessary,
o
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this can be provided with lead, mild-steel or concrete blocks. These
liquid-waste receptacles must be clearly marked to ensure that they
are not used for any other purpose. The carboy will provide a
com paratively easy m ethod of transporting the liquid waste to a per
manent storage facility or for disposal.
(b) The release of radioactive waste to the environment
The fundamental objective to be achieved in releasing radioactive
waste to the environment is that the material is sufficiently diluted
to ensure that the ultimate concentration o f radioactive materials
is not hazardous, either directly or indirectly, to the general public.
This dilution may b e obtained at tw o stages in the disposal of
waste. One is before discharge and the other takes place after dis
charge as a result o f natural phenomena. The degree to which
dilution is required is not always readily apparent, as there are
a number o f ecological factors which may tend to reverse the
process.
In the “ small user” establishments, gaseous waste normally arises
from the exhaust air o f the working places, which may have com e
through active fume cupboards or cells. At laboratories in which
highly active work is carried out with hazardous amounts o f radio
active material, it may be necessary to use suitable stacks with
filters for discharge o f the exhaust air in order to ensure adequate
dilution at ground level.
The methods o f obtaining dilution o f liquid active waste for
disposal purposes include the follow ing:
(i) The addition of uncontaminated liquid to reduce the con 
centration before disposal. Such reduction in concentration
may also be achieved in some cases by chemical extraction.
(ii) The release of the liquid waste in small amounts over long
periods.
(iii) The release o f wastes into natural waters to obtain large
dilution factors. In doing this, however, particular care must
be taken to avoid exposure of the general public directly or
indirectly to contamination.
There are three principal methods o f disposing o f solid radioactive
waste:
(i) By reducing its bulk: Providing adequate precautions are
taken to prevent loss o f the active material in the smoke,
com bustible radioactive wastes may be incinerated to reduce
their bulk. The ash residues should be collected and safely
disposed of. For high levels o f activity or contamination
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by highly toxic radioisotopes, this m ethod should not be
em ployed. W here incineration is not possible, a process of
baling by which a large amount of active waste is com pressed
into a small volum e may also b e efficacious in cutting down
the amount o f space required for the final disposal of the
material.
(ii) By burial: Contaminated waste reduced in bulk as described
above or massive pieces of contaminated material may, with
advantage, be buried at suitable depths on land or at sea.
For disposal on land, any site chosen for such disposal
arrangements should b e carefully examined with regard to
its geological structure so that an assessment o f its effect
upon water supplies in the neighbourhood may be made.
The depth below the surface must be sufficient to prevent
dispersion o f the contamination. For this purpose, a depth
o f tw o metres is recom m ended and the w hole area should
be sealed off to prevent the possibility o f any unauthorized
person rem oving any o f the contaminated material and also
to prevent the possibility of its being scattered b y the animal
life o f the area. H ighly contaminated articles, particularly
those involving the highly toxic radioisotopes, should not be
disposed of in this way.
(iii) By tem porary storage: Wastes consisting of radioactive ma
terial o f short half-life can be stored for suitable periods to
ensure that the amount o f activity is reduced to those levels
at which the wastes may be disposed of by conventional
means.
All methods o f release o f radioactive waste to the environment
should be planned in such a way as to ensure com pliance with
existing national or international regulations.

19. R A D I A T I O N

ACCIDENTS AND
PROCEDURES

EMERGENCY

A radiation accident may occur at any stage o f handling radiation
sources. It may conform to one o f the follow ing general patterns:
(a) Accidental external exposure to excessive amounts o f radia
tion, as for example when a person remains close to a strong
source or remains in a beam of radiation for a long period
of time.
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(b) Accidental spill or explosion in a working place (accom panied
b y a fire or otherwise) resulting in surface and air contamina
tion o f the surroundings and contamination o f personnel. In
such cases the intake o f radioactive substances into the body
could b e by ingestion, b y inhalation, through open wounds
resulting from the accident, or b y direct absorption through
the skin.
(c) Dispersal of radioactive material in the environment as a result
o f an explosion, fire, mechanical shock or other incident occur
ring in a public place while radioactive substances are being
transported.
The principles underlying protective measures to be adopted in
all these cases have been elaborated in earlier chapters. It would,
however, not be out o f place to outline broadly the basic considera
tions to be borne in mind while tackling such situations. As w ill be
readily realized it is not possible to stipulate hard and fast rules for
meeting every situation. The follow ing steps may be considered for
meeting an em ergency:
(a) Evacuate the immediate area, while ensuring that any spread
o f contamination is kept to the absolute minimum.
(b) Monitor all personnel and segregate the contaminated persons.
(c) Arrange for the immediate decontamination o f personnel.
(d) Contain the contamination at the site o f the accident. (If, for
example, the accident occurs in a room, it must be immediately
isolated from the rest o f the building and entry into the room,
except by experts with all necessary protective equipment,
should be forbidden. Immediate measures must be undertaken
to localize the contamination within the room , for example,
where the air is contaminated, arrange to decontaminate it
from within the room by drawing it through an appropriate
filter.)

20. T H E

A D M INISTR ATION OF R ADIOLO GICAL
PROTECTION

The general features o f the administration o f radiological p ro
tection have been outlined in the Manual. The concluding section
o f the Addendum will be devoted to a restatement of the administra
tive and technical measures which form a basis for the establishment
o f a successful radiation protection programme.
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The first step in formulating any radiation safety program m e is
to determine the nature and extent o f the health hazards and to
establish maximum permissible values for radiation dose and maxi
mum permissible concentrations o f radioactive material in the air
and in water. The risk o f damage to the health of persons exposed
to radiation at levels not greater than these maximum permissible
values is considered to be acceptable. The International Commission
on R adiological Protection has been active in establishing and
keeping under review such a set o f maximum permissible radiation
doses and maximum permissible concentrations in air and water. At
the same time it recommends that radiation exposure should always
be kept at the lowest practicable value. This set o f maximum per
missible values is w idely accepted as form ing a basis for the design
of installations and the developing o f operating procedures which
will b e consistent with the acceptable health risk.
The second step in developing the program me involves the design
o f the installation or devices in which the radioactive material is to
be used. By careful attention to the planning and to the actual
constructional details a considerable degree o f safety can be built
into the installation. The provision o f such inherent safety reduces
the influence o f human error on the occupational exposure.
The design o f the installation includes the location, shielding and
layout o f the working area. In arriving at a suitable design, con 
sideration must b e given to many factors, including the type and
amount o f radioactive material to be handled initially and in the
foreseeable future, environmental conditions which might have a
bearing on the dispersal o f active material and the occupancy of
areas in the immediate neighbourhood. The construction should be
such as to minimize the possible spread o f contamination and to
facilitate decontamination procedures. Inherent safety may b e ex
pensive initially, but where it can be provided it w ill eventually
prove to be the most reliable and econom ical m ethod o f providing
adequate protection.
The amount o f built-in safety which can b e provided will depend
on the type o f installation and the nature o f the w ork to b e under
taken. In some cases the amount may be very high, as in the use
o f sealed sources for m edical treatment; in other cases it may be
much lower.
The protection provided b y the design o f the installation must
therefore in many cases b e supplemented b y action taken b y the
operator to protect himself. Safe operation w ill then depend to a
large extent on his know ledge o f the hazards involved and his skill
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and conscientiousness in the use o f protective devices. For this
reason the radiation worker should be trained in radiation protection
techniques. H e may secure this training both by attendance at
courses and by working under the close supervision of a qualified
and experienced person.
W ell-defined operational procedures should be established for all
undertakings; the personnel should be furnished with a written copy
o f these procedures and should be provided with all instruments
and equipment necessary to implement them. Special procedures,
including the provision o f m edical supervision, should be drawn up
to meet em ergency conditions and foreseeable accidents; again, all
the necessary facilities must be provided and kept in good working
order.
The maintenance of good discipline in a radiation safety organiza
tion is of the greatest importance. The lines of responsibility in all
matters connected with radiation safety should be very clearly drawn
and each individual should be aware o f his duties and responsi
bilities. The necessary liaison should b e established and maintained
with external agencies such as fire authorities, police, transport and
public health authorities. Accurate and com plete records of each
individual’ s exposure to all forms o f ionizing radiation should be
maintained and preserved during his lifetime. These records should
include an assessment of the w h ole-body doses accumulated in each
successive period of thirteen weeks and the total w h ole-body dose
accumulated throughout the known period o f exposure. The records
should also include assessments which have been made of any
planned em ergency or accidental exposure and any assessments of
exposure o f limited regions o f the body using appropriate measuring
devices.
A system of follow -up and inspection should be established by
the person responsible for the radiation safety program m e as a whole
in order to ensure that the organization is working efficiently and
that exposure levels are held at the lowest practicable levels.
The inspection should aim at verifying that:
(a) Individual workers possess the experience and training neces
sary to carry out their work safely and efficiently;
(b) The safety features built into the installation, device, or p ro
cedure are being properly used;
(c) Persons w ho have responsibilities for radiation safety are
familiar with the approved operating procedures and lines of
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responsibility in the organization and are discharging their
duties satisfactorily; and
(d) Adequate records o f personal exposure, monitorings and sur
veys are maintained so that no person in the organization is
likely to receive a radiation dose in excess o f the maximum
permissible amount.
T o sum up, it can be said that the person in charge o f the
organization and conduct of a radiation protection program me should
b e responsible for:
(a) The siting, location and design of the working areas with
reference to (i) the types o f radiation sources to be used
initially and in the foreseeable future, (ii) environmental
factors related to the disposal o f radioactive material and to
its possible dispersal in the event of an em ergency; and (iii)
the presence of neighbouring occu pied areas.
(b) Structural design features which w ould have a bearing on (i)
the possible spread of contamination throughout the area; and
(ii) ease of decontamination.
(c) The setting up o f house rules and well-defined operational
procedures.
(d) The proper instruction o f personnel in these rules and p roced 
ures.
(e) The provision o f all necessary facilities for (i) personnel m oni
toring; (ii) area m onitoring; (iii) medical supervision; and (iv)
the maintenance o f all the relevant records.
(f) The drawing up of procedures for meeting emergencies and
the provision of all the facilities necessary for carrying out
these procedures.
(g) The maintenance of proper liaison with external agencies, such
as the fire, police, transport and public health authorities.
(h) The maintenance o f cumulative w hole-body radiation exposure
records covering (i) the total period of exposure, to ensure
that the maximum permissible accumulated dose correspond
ing to the age o f the individual is not exceeded, and (ii) a
period of thirteen weeks to ensure that there is adequate short
term control.
In any establishment, repairs and modifications to plant and
equipment will b e necessary from time to time. Such operations may
involve persons not normally em ployed in radiation work, and some
exposure to external radiation and radioactive contamination may
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be inevitable. In all such cases it is essential that the operations be
subject to adequate regulations and control.
W hen dealing with an em ergency situation, a proper balance must
b e struck between controlling the em ergency and exposing the per
sonnel involved to excessive radiation hazards. It is very important,
therefore, that the w ork should b e so planned that the likelihood
of occurrence of emergency situations or accidents is kept to a
minimum. At the same time, detailed operational procedures to meet
all foreseeable emergency situations or accidents should b e drawn
up and made readily available.
A factor to be borne in m ind in planning radiation protection
facilities is that the small user o f radioactive materials may take
advantage o f the services o f centralized agencies to m eet many of
his monitoring requirements. Pocket dosimeters for personnel m oni
toring and other simple instruments for area monitoring are relatively
easy to operate and maintain, but m ore specialized procedures such
as the conduct o f a film -badge service and the measurement o f the
b od y burden o f radioactive materials may require expert know ledge
and more elaborate equipment. These considerations also apply to
decontamination operations, disposal o f radioactive waste material
and the standardization and calibration o f radiation measuring
instruments. Much can be done b y the small user with the aid of
relatively simple equipment, but for the m ore difficult or specialized
procedures he should seek the assistance o f a centralized organiza
tion offering the appropriate services. Again, a know ledge o f the
difficulties o f the procedures or o f the hazards involved will enable
him to decide when to seek such assistance.
The success of a radiation safety program me depends on the
efficiency o f the safety organization and o f the individual trained
worker. Only by continuing interest and careful follow -up at all
levels of management can this efficiency be maintained.
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TABLES
TABLE I

PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION— A PERSPECTIVE
R A D IA T IO N W O R K E R

N O N -R A D IA T IO N W O R K E R

REM OVE THE H AZARD
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

K eep the requisite am ount o f radioactive m aterial to a minimum.
Choose radioactive m aterial o f low est possible to x icity and specific activity.
Choose the safest and m ost practicable procedures.
D ispose o f radioactive waste safely.
R estrict the m ovem ent o f radioactive m aterials to a minimum.
GUARD TH E H AZARD

(C O N T A IN M E N T )
General
P revent hazardous release o f radioactive material to the environm ent.
Local
(1) Partial (Fume cupboards).
(2) T otal (G love boxes).
(3) Tem porary (Sealed containers).

Local
(1) Sealed transport containers.

S H IE L D IN G
General
(1) R edu ce radiation level outside the
controlled area to well w ithin permissible levels.

General
(1) R edu ce radiation level in public
access position to well below nonoccupational levels.

Local
(1) Permanent (H ot cell).
(2) Tem poravy(lead bricks)
(lead coffins).

Local
(1) Shielded transport containers.

GU ARD TH E W O R K E R
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(P L A N N IN G A N D IN S T R U C T IO N )
Choice o f material, instruments and
(1) Transport regulations,
facilities.
(2) E m ergency procedures.
H ouse rules.
O perating instructions.
E m ergency instructions.
M O N IT O R IN G
(R A D IA T IO N A N D C O N T A M IN A T IO N )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Personnel.
E quipm ent.
A rea and site.
B iological.

(1) Transport containers.
Choice o f m ethods
and materials.
P R O T E C T IV E C L O T H IN G

(1) General types for routine operations.
(2) Special types for em ergency use.
I n all processes involving radioactive materials (storage, experim ent or process,
handling o f materials, transport and the disposal o f active waste) consideration
m ust be given to the appropriate m ethods o f control.
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T A B L E II
R A N G E S O F V A R IO U S T Y P E S OF R A D IA T IO N

R adiation

1. ()-rays
2. E lectron beam s

Usual energy
range, MeV

0.015— 5
2— 20

Ion izin g particle
in tissue

Electron
Electron

T ypica l range o f ionizing particle
in m aterial o f low atom ic number
E q u iva len t range
in g /cm 2

A ctual range in air
at STP in cm

1 0 "4— 1.0

0.1— 800

1— 10

3. y-rays

0.05— 2.9

Electron

4. X -ra y s

0.01— 0.4

E lectron

5. X -ra y s

1— 10

E lectron

5 X 10“ 2— 1.2

6. X -ra y s

10— 30

Electron

1.2— 3.5

5 X 10“ 4— 0.6
10~4— 5 X 10~3

7. Fast neutrons

0.1— 10

P roton

1 0 -4— 6 X 10"2

8. Slow neutrons

0.1 ev

0.6-M eV protons
( + 2.2-M eV y-rays)

10 3 (protons)
0.5 (electrons)

9. P ro to n beam s
10. a-rays

800— 8000
0.4— 450
0.1— 4
30— 230
1500— 2700
0.1— 45
0.8 (protons)
400 (electrons)

5— 400

P roton

3 X 10“ 2— 102

8— 23 X 104

5— 10

a-Particle

3 X 1 0 -3— 1 0 -2

2— 8
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TABLE III
T H E B IO L O G IC A L E F F E C T S O F R A D IA T IO N
A cu te doses
Probable effect
0— 25 rems
N o obviou s injury.
25— 50 rems
Possible b lo o d changes b u t no serious injury.
50— 100 rems
B lood -cell changes, som e injury, no disability.
100— 200 rems
In ju ry, possible disability.
200— 400 rems
In ju ry and disability certain, death possible.
400 rems
50% fatal.
600 or m ore rems P roba b ly fatal.
SU M M A R Y O F E F F E C T S L I K E L Y TO R E S U L T F R O M W H O L E -B O D Y E X P O S U R E TO R A D IA T IO N
M ild dose

Moderate dose

Sem i-lethal dose

Lethal dose

0— 25 rem

50 rem

100 rem

200 rem

400 rem

600 rem

N o d etec
table
clinical
effects.
P rob a b ly
no delayed
effects.

Slight
transient
b lo o d
changes.
N o other
clinically
detectable
effects.
D elayed
effects
possible,
b u t serious
effect on
average
individual
ve ry im 
probable.

Nausea and
fatigue
w ith
possible
vom iting
a b ove 125 r.
Marked
changes
in b lood
picture
w ith
delayed
recovery.
Shortening
o f life
expectan cy.

Nausea and vom iting
w ithin 24 hours.
Follow ing latent period
o f about one week, ep i
lation, loss o f appetite,
general weakness and
other sym ptom s such
as sore
throat
and
diarrhoea.
Possible death in 2 to
6 weeks in a small
fraction o f the in di
viduals exposed.
R ecovery likely unless
com plicated
b y poor
previous health, super
im posed injuries or in
fections.

Nausea and vom itin g
in 1 to 2 hours.
A fter a latent period o f
about one week, begin 
ning o f epilation, loss o f
appetite, and general
weakness accom panied
b y fever. Severe inflam 
m ation o f m ou th and
th roat in the third week.
Sym ptom s such as p a l
lor,
diarrhoea,
n ose
bleeds and rapid em a
ciation in a bout the
fourth
week.
Some
deaths in 2 to 6 weeks.
E ventual death to p r o 
b ably 50% o f the e x 
posed. individuals.

N ausea and vom iting
in 1 to 2 hours.
Short latent period fo l
low ing initial nausea.
D iarrhoea,
vom iting,
inflam m ation o f m outh
and th roat tow ard end
o f first week.
F ever, rapid em aciation
and death as early as
the second week with
eventual death o f p ro
b a b ly all exp osed in di
viduals.
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TA B LE IV

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AND H ALF-LIVES OF SOME
TYPICAL RADIOISOTOPES

Radioisotope

Radiations

Specific activity
(Curies/gramme)
assuming the iso
tope is carrier-free

Half-life

10“

12.36 y

Tritium

Beta

Sodium-24

Beta/gamma

8.3 X 106

15.01 h

Phosphorous-32

Beta

2.8 X 105

14.31 d

Potassium-42

Beta/gamma

5.9 X 106

12.47 h

Calcium-45

Beta

1.8 X 104

162.25 d

Manganese-56

Beta/gamma

2.2 X 107

Iron-59

Beta/gamma

5.0 X 104

45.36 d

Cobalt-60

Beta/gamma

1.1 X 103

5.23 y

Strontium-89

Beta/gamma

2.9 X 104

50.5 d

Strontium-90

Beta

1.5 X 102

27.43 y

Silver-111

Beta/gamma

1.6 X 105

7.5 d

Iodine-131

Beta/gamma

1.25 X 105

8.09 d

2.579 h

Caesium-137

Beta/gamma

87

29.86 y

Iridium-192

Beta/gamma

104

74.14 d

Platinum-197

Beta/gamma

9.0 X 105

17.7 h

Gold-198

Beta/gamma

2.4 X 105

Thallium-204

Beta

5.8 X 102

3.0 y

Polonium-210

Alpha/gamma

4.5 X 103

138.21 d

Radium-226

Alpha/gamma

1

Thorium-232

Alpha/gamma

i.i x io-7

1.42

Uranium-238

Alpha/gamma

3.3 X 10-7

4.52 X 109 y

Plutonium-239

Alpha/gamma

6.2 X 10“ 2

24.29 y

2.69 d

1620 y

x

1010 y
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TABLE V
F A C IL IT IE S A N D IN S T R U M E N T S F O R W O R K IN G PL A C E S

Type of
la b ora tory

Instrum en s required
(numbers gi ven refer to
instrument p hotographs) *

Facilities required

Essential
Type C

Those o f a good chemical
laboratory.
P ossibly fum e hoods.

Type B

A ll facilities to restrict
radiation levels and avoid
contam ination.
Fum e h oods and glove
boxes.
D econ tam in ation facilities.
Facilities for waste disp o
sal.

Type A

A ll those for type B plus
special structural features
related to w orking sur
faces, ventilation, etc.
Change room .
Special decontam ination
facilities.

Sealed Sources and
radiation machines

* See Illustrations

A dequ ate shielding and
clear dem arcation o f co n 
trolled areas.
Special facilities for m o 
bile equipm ent,
fol lowing Tables and Diagrams.

Rem arks

O ptional

2
4, 5

1, 3, 6

2

I, 3

(1) D etailed operating instruc
tions m a y be essential.
(2) Supplem entary instruments
for m onitoring clothing, air
m on itoring, etc.

3
Perm anently
installed area
m onitors.

(1) Siting and ultim ate location
to be carefully done.
(2) Strict com pliance w ith de
tailed operating instructions
essential.
(3) Special instrum entation for
measuring high-level radia
tion, and for follow ing up
all operational phases from
the
radiation
protection
p oin t o f view.

1, 3, o

(1) R estricted access
trolled areas.

4, 5, ()

1, 2

4, 5, 6
Special hand &
clothing m on i
tors.
A ir m onitoring
equipment.

2

4,

6

to

co n 
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TABLE VI
L IN E A R A B S O R P T IO N C O E F F IC IE N T S fi F O R GAM M A R A D IA T IO N
IN V A R IO U S M A T E R IA L S

/x (cm^1)

E n ergy (E)
in MeV.

Pb

Fe

A1

h 2o

0.2

5.0

1.06

0.33

0.14

0.5

0.63
0.44

0.23

1.0

1.7
0.77

0.09
0.067

1.5

0.57

0.4

0.14

0.057

2.0

0.33

0.12

0.048

2.5

0.51
0.48

0.31

0.10

0.042

3.0

0.47

0.09

0.038

4.0

0.48

0.30
0.27

5.0

0.48

0.24

0.082
0.074

0.030

0.16

0.033

T A B L E V II
R E L A T IO N B E T W E E N T H IC K N E SS OF O R D IN A R Y C O N CRETE
(D E N S IT Y 2.2 G/CM 3) A N D L E A D E Q U IV A L E N T
A T V A R IO U S X -R A Y Q U A L IT IE S (B R O A D -B E A M C O N D ITIO N S)
Thickness
of
concrete
(cm)

L ead equivalent (in mm ) for X -ra y s excited
at the follow ing voltages (in kV)
50

75

100

150

200

250

300

400

500
1.6
3.9

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.8

1.1

1.2

0.6
1.4

0.5

0.9

1.2

1.2

1.7

2.2

15

1.4

20

2.0
2.5

2.0
2.8

2.4
3.4

1.9
2.7

3.6

4.4

3.4

3.1

4.3

5.4

4.2

4.7

7.3

—

—

—

5.1

5.6

8.6

5
10

2.1

3.0

3.8

3.0
5.4

2.9
3.8

4.4

5.8

8.5

5.8

7.9

7.1

1,000 2,000
4.0

6

8.6
13

13
22

11

21

31

15

29

40

10

11
14

19

37

49

12

18

24

45

58

40

21

28

54

67

45

24

33

62

76

50

37

71

85

60

46

88

103

75

60

112

130

138

159

25
30
35

90

97
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T A B L E V III
T H E T R E A T M E N T O F SU R F A C E S I N L A B O R A T O R IE S A N D W O R K P L A C E S
\

Conditions o f
exposure
N orm al

Surface

Chemical
attack

M echanical
wear & tear

H u m id ity

Irradiation

Chlorinatedrubber-based
paint

E p ox id e resinbased paint

(i) E p ox id e resinbased paint
(ii) Glazed tiles*

(i) Chlorinatedrubber-based
paint
(ii) Glazed tiles*

(i) E p ox id e resinbased paint
(ii) Tiles

(i) Concrete
sealed o ff with
chlorinatedrubber-based
paint
(ii) Neoprene
rubber floorcovering
(iii) Acid-resistan t bricks*

(i) Concrete
sealed off w ith
epoxide resinbased paint
(ii) Com position
(iii) G oodquality tiles or
bricks*

(i) Concrete
sealed o ff w ith
chlorinatedrubber-based
paint
(ii) Com position
(iii) Tiles

(i) Concrete
sealed o ff w ith
epoxide resinbased paint
(ii) Tiles*

Chlorinatedrubber-based
paint

E p ox id e resinbased paint

Chlorinatedrubber-based
paint

E p ox id e resinbased paint

Ceiling

G ood-qu ality
distem per

Chlorinatedrubber-based paint

W alls

G ood-qu ality
gloss paint

(i) Chlorinatedrubber-based
paint
(ii) Glazed tiles*

F loors

(i) Concrete
sealed o ff b y
painting
(ii) G ood-qu ality
cork line
(iii) C om posi
tions, e.g.
organic

M etalwork

G ood-q u a lity
gloss pain t

—

W ood w ork

A s for m etalw ork.
W here fixed benches are concerned the w orking tops should be covered perm anently w ith lam i
n ated plastics such as “ form ica” or should be well w a xed and covered w ith tem porary coverings
such as polyth ene or stout good -qu ality paper.

Concrete

M ust alw ays be sealed o ff w ith appropriate m aterial such as paint, com positions or tiles.

* Attention must be given to the correct choice of bedding and pointing material for tiles and bricks. Porous materials may take up
considerable contamirlafcion.
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TABLE IX
R E C O M M E N D E D R E A G E N T S F O R D E C O N T A M IN A T IO N O F V A R IO U S M A T E R IA L S
M aterial being
decontam inated
D econ tam i.
nating agent
(1) F O R R E M O V A L
O F C O N T A M I
N A T IO N O N L Y

Glass

Stainless steel

Copper

Alum inium

Lead

R u bb er

U n bu ilt detergents, i.e. obtainable as by-p rod u cts o f the oil industry.

D etergents

D econ tam in atin g
reagents including
chelating or
sequestering agents

(2) F O R R E M O V A L
OF SU RFACE AN D
C O N T A M IN A N T
A cid s a n d other
vigorous reagents

General abrasives
Special abrasives

Solutions m ade up o f the follow ing m aterial:
Sodium carbonate or B u ilt D etergent: 5— 10%
E thylene dianine tetra-cetic a cid :
1— 2%
Citric acid:
1/ 2— 1%
Strengths o f solutions to be determ ined b y experience.

Chromic
acid

Sulphuric acid 1%
In hibited ph os
phoric acid 20%

Sodium h ydroxide
Citric acid

A q u a regia

A cetone

Proprietary abrasive pow ders and pastes. W ire brushes and steel w ool.
V apou r blast

C utting
tools

Buffing
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D I A G R A MS

ENERGY

LOSS PER

CM OF PATH IN MeV/cm

Fig. 1
Energy dissipated b y y-rays per cm path in water.

Fig. 2
Energy dissipated b y /?-particles per cm path in water.
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CHAMBERLAIN (2)
MAYNEORD (3)

DOSE-RATE (r/hr)

GAMMA ENERGY (MeV)
DOSE-RATE FROM A 1-c POINT GAMMA SOURCE

Fig. 3
D ose-rate for point source o f y-radiation.
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NOTE: BETA-ENERGY IS MAXIMUM OF SPECTRUM; MEAN ENERGY IS ASSUMED TO
BE ONE-THIRD OF MAXIMUM
DOSE-RATE FROM A 1-c POINT BETA SOURCE

Fig. 4
D ose-rate for poin t source o f /f-radiation.
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MAXIMUM
RANGE OF
ELECTRONS IN
ALUMINIUM

O

ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 5
M aximum range o f electrons in aluminium.
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ABSORPTION

TRANSMISSION

FACTOR
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ABSORBER THICKNESS (mg/cm2)
NOTE : BETWEEN 0 AND 37.8 mg/cm2 THE CURVES ARE EXTRAPOLATED. THE ABSOR
BER IS ASSUMED TO BE NEAR THE COUNTFR

Fig. 6 a
Percentage transmission o f /^-particles o f various energies in aluminium.
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ABSORPTION

TRANSMISSION

FACTOR
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ABSORBER THICKNESS (mg/cm*)
NOTE: BETWEEN 0 AND 37.8 mg/cm2 THE CURVES ARE EXTRAPOLATED. THE ABSOR
BER IS ASSUMED TO BE NEAR THE COUNTER

Fig. 6 b
Percentage transmission of /^-particles of various energies in aluminium.
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l
1.67
2.3
2.7

OF 10 (cm).

3.5

BY A FACTOR

7.85

TO ATTENUATE

11.4

THICKNESS

19.3
18.3

y-RAY ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 7
Thickness to attenuate narrow beam o f gamma rays by a factor o f 10.

106

THICKNESS

(cm)
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ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 8
Thickness o f lead to attenuate broa d beam o f gamma rays b y factors o f 10, 102,
10\ 104 and 105.
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0-5

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y-RAY ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 9
Thickness o f iron to attenuate broad beam o f gamma rays b y factors o f 10, 102,
10:!, 104, 105 and 106.
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200

275

250

225

200

175

150

125

100

75

50

25

Fig. 10
o f concrete to attenuate broad beam o f gam ma rays b y factors, o f
102, 10:i, 104, 105 and 106.
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y-RAY ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 11
Thickness o f w ater to attenuate broad b ea m o f gam ma rays b y factors o f 10,
102, 103, 104 and lO5.
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8

9

IO

y-RAY ENERGY

Fig. 12
Thickness o f aluminium to attenuate broad beam o f gamma rays by factors of
10, 102, 103, 104, 105, 10» and 10\
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WATER

TRANSMISSION

PARAFFIN
W AX

THICKNESS 01’ ABSORBER (cm)

Fig. 13
Fast neutron transmission in paraffin wax and water.
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THICKNESS OF LEAD (in mm)

Fig. 14
Percentage transmission in lead o f X-rays generated at constant voltages in
range 50 kV — 200 kV (initial filtration 1 m m glass or 0.07 mm copper).

o

£

E-i

H
H
5?;
o
P3

20

30

THICKNESS OF LEAD (in mm)

Fig. 15
Percentage transmission in lead o f X-rays generated at constant voltages in
range 200 kV — 500 kV (broad-beam conditions).
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TBANSMISSION

loo

1MV

S,

2 MV

PERCENTAGE

\
N
\

X

\

\
\
\
\

0
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100
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\
200

250

THICKNESS OF LEAD (in mm

Fig. 16
Percentage transmission in lead o f X-rays generated at constant voltages of
1 M V and 2 M V (broad-beam conditions).
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ILLUSTRATIONS

IN STR U M E N T 1

Pocket dosim eter

Remarks:
Typical ranges: 100 mr, 200 mr, 1 r, 2 r and 5 r.
Special m odels available for slow-neutron m onitoring (wall
lined with suitable material such as boron-10). For higher
radiation levels, models with partially evacuated chambers
available.
8*
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IN STR U M E N T 2

Film badge
Remarks:
Suitable for assessment o f all ranges of radiation exposure
normally encountered in radiation work. It is worn on the
chest to assess w h ole-body exposure to radiation. It may
be worn on other parts of the b od y when it is desirable
to assess the radiation exposure o f any particular part of
the b ody. The use o f cadmium enables an assessment of
thermal-neutron exposure to be made.
116
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IN STR U M E N T 3

W rist film badge

Remarks:
W orn on the wrist for operations involving potential radia
tion exposure to the hands in particular. Is always issued
in addition to w h ole-body film badge.
Metal fitter is fold ed over film as shown in the accom pany
ing photograph. Note that the film is marked “ W ” for
Wrist.
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IN STR U M E N T 4

Portable survey m eter
(W ith thin-wall GM counter fitted with beta shield.)

Remarks:
Range o f radiation levels from fractions o f a milliroentgen
to hundreds o f milliroentgens per hour.
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IN STR U M E N T 5

Contamination monitor
(Normally fitted with a num ber o f probes, such as thin-wall
GM counter with beta shield, end-w indow counter, and scintillation
detector.)

Remarks:
Ranges o f extremely low -level radiation fields. Records
counting rates. Scalers usually attached. Mains operated.
Used for contamination m onitoring and, when fitted with
special background reduction devices, for extremely lowlevel counting such as urine and effluent sampling, air
sampling, etc.
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IN STR U M E N T 6

Ionization chamber instrument
(Normally fitted with tissue-equivalent ionization chamber with
chambers o f different volumes to cover a w ide spectrum o f radiation
levels.)

Remarks:
Ranges from very low levels o f the order o f fractions of
a milliroentgen to high-level fields o f the order o f hundreds
of roentgens per hour. Portable and fitted with batteries.
Versatile instrument for area monitoring.
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